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Playoff bound despite loss County tax hike to impact Circles 
BY SARAH HOFIUS 
Staff Writer 
Though the proposed 2004 
Tompkins County budget was de-
feated Tuesday night, College Cir-
cle Apartment residents may have 
to pay for a tax rate increase when 
a budget is passed next month. 
The $117 million budget 
would have cost the college an ex-
tra $8,850 in taxes on the College 
Circle Apartments next year. 
Since 700 students live in the 
Circles, the tax increase would 
amount to only an extra 
$12 on the $64 in taxes 
the college already pays 
per Circle resident. 
The 9-5 vote halted a 
27 .8 percent tax levy 
and a 19 .65 percent tax 
increase. The Legisla-
ture must pass a budget 
by Dec. 10. 
The college made 
sessed at $6.9 million. Last year, the 
college paid $45,000 in county tax-
es on those buildings. With a tax in-
crease of 19.65 percent, the college 
would pay approximately an extra 
$8,850, bringing the total cost to 
$53,850. 
The Circles operate on a $4 mil-
lion budget, which covers expens-
es such as taxes, lease payments, 
. maintenance, support staff and 
utilities, he said. 
"College Circle residents 
should care because tax payments 
are eventually reflected in rents," 
said Legislative Chair 
Tim Joseph (D-Town of 
Ithaca), who voted in fa-
vor of the budget. 
the Circle Apartments JOSEPH 
While the budget 
was voted down last 
night, the county 
could still see the 26 
percent tax levy in-
crease. Tax levy is the 
entire amount that 
must be raised from 
on campus housing in 
September 2002 and agreed to 
continue to pay taxe oh _.., ...... ..,..,,.,,....,l'ffl'flra!i'me~errcs were 
property as a gesture of goodwill submitted to the Board of 
toward the community. Educa- Trustees before the county tax in-
tional institutions are usually tax- crease was discussed, Sgrecci 
exempt. said he does not think this will 
The original buildings remain on pose any problems for the college. 
the tax rolls, but buildings con- Because room and board fees 
structed this summer are tax-ex- generally increase from year to 
empt, said Carl Sgrecci, vice pres- year, Sgrecci said tax increases will 
ident of finance and administration. not have a direct impact on room 
MATTHEW RICE/THE ITHACAN 
JUNIOR WIDE RECEIVER Jeff Welch, left, and sophomore quarterback Josh Felicetti react after los-
ing the Cortaca Jug, 15-16, Saturday. Despite the loss, the Bombers move on to the playoffs and will 
face Brockport Saturday. For more information about Cortaca, see pages 4, 26 and 27. 
"They were all experiencing and board. The trustees plan for 
very tight budget situations and had unanticipated expenses, he said. 
become accustomed to the tax rev- Junior Jenna Aldridge said she 
enues from College Circle," would reconsider living in the Cir-
Sgrecci said. "To have taken this cles if the housing costs in-
revenue away from them would creased too much. 
have caused a hardship for all of the "If it was significant, then I 
entities." would probably think about living 
The 12 taxed buildings are as- off campus," Aldridge said. 
Bias-related incident alerts disappear 
BY ANNE K. WALTERS 
News Editor 
Bias alerts, landmarks oflife at Ithaca Col-
lege for the past seven years, have vanished 
from campus. 
Rory Rothman, assistant vice president of 
student affairs and campus life and chairman 
of the Bias-Related Incidents Committee, said 
the alerts have been suspended so that the 
committee can evaluate their effectiveness. 
The decision to withhold the alerts was made 
at the end of last semester. 
The committee issued alerts that were dis-
played in the forms of posters across cam-
pus when a bias-related incident occurred on 
campus. The alerts stated the category of bias 
and location of the event, for example, "ho-
mophobic graffitti." Most alerts dealt with ho-
mophobic or racist remarks written on resi-
dence hall whiteboards and walls. 
The committee was formed in 1996 to spread 
information and dispel rumors about racist in-
cidents on campus. Over the following years, 
the committee expanded to include religious, 
women's and homosexual groups. It met bi-
weekly to discuss incidents reported to Public 
Safety and determine if they were biased. 
In pamphlets distributed by the committee, 
the group described a bias-related incident as 
one that reflects negatively on "a person's or 
group's race, color, sex, sexual orientation, 
national origin, disability or religion." Stu-
dents could be judicially referred for 
committing a bias-related incident. 
In Spring 2003 six incidents were 
reported, and in Fall 2002 there were 
11 incidents. So far this semester there 
have been eight reported incidents. 
Students can continue to report inci-
dents, Public Safety officers will contin-
ue to investigate them, and additional sup-
port or action will be taken, but no alerts will 
be released. 
Rothman said the events will still be tak-
en seriously by Public Safety and residential 
life staff members. 
"We hope to create a more civil, respect-
ful, inclusive and accepting community -
ultimately that's what we all strive for," he 
said. "The question is what are the best ways 
to get there?" 
Although the bias committee was often crit-
icized for limiting free speech on campus, Roth-
man said it had the positive 
outcome of causing 
the campus to 
think about dis-
c rim in at ion 
and to be-
come more 
sensitive. 
It caused 
the campus 
to talk more 
about the is-
sues, and it 
shook up some 
of the campus' ap-
athy, he said. 
The committee considered 
whether the generic messages released on the 
alerts provided enough details to properly ed-
ucate and inform the community, he said. 
A campus-wide committee will form soon 
to examine the place of diversity initiatives 
at the college and how they fit into the in-
stitutional plan. The Bias-Related Incidents 
www.ithaca.edu/ithacan 
Committee will be examined as part of that 
study, he said. 
"The main thrust, at least for me, is how 
do we all work together to create the great-
est place for safety, civility, sensitivity and 
freedom of expression," he said. 
Senior Karly Desmond said she is conflicted 
about bias reports. She said as a private insti-
tution, the college has the right to limit speech, 
but that that she can see how the committee 
might encroach on free speech. Posting the 
alerts allowed people to think about what was 
occurring on campus, she said. 
She said she thinks more responsibility lies 
with those who recognize bias-related incidents 
as they occur to have a dialogue about why cer-
tain remarks are harmful or inappropriate. 
Junior Michelle Meredith, chairwoman of 
the Ithaca College Republicans, a group that 
was adamantly against the alerts, said this is 
a step in the right direction. 
The best way to fight hate speech is with 
more speech, she said. 
Assistant News Editor Katie Maslanka con-
tributed to this story. 
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and 
National 
International News 
MISTER CALIFORNIA 
tections for same-sex couples but did not entitle them to mar-
riage licenses. 
The court delayed its order for 180 days to allow the state 
legislature to react. 
'Enemy combatant' status questioned 
A federal appeals court on Monday sharply questioned 
the Bush administration's decision to classify a U.S. citizen 
suspected in an alleged "dirty bomb" plot as an enemy com-
batant, thereby denying him access to legal counsel. 
One member of the three-judge panel called placing Jose 
Padilla, 33, in military custody a "sea change in the con-
stitutional life of the country." U.S. District Judge Bar-
rington D. Parker Jr. said the result could lead to changes 
that "have been unprecedented in civilized society." 
Padilla ...:... a Brooklyn-born Muslim convert - is accused 
of plotting with al-Qaida operatives to explode a bomb con-
taining radioactive materials within the United States. He was 
arrested at Chicago's O'Hare International Airport upon re-
turning from Pakistan in May 2002 arid has since been held 
in the U.S. Navy brig in Charleston, S.C. 
The government on Monday was appealing a ruling by 
U.S. District Judge Michael Mukasey that Padilla has the 
right to meet with lawyers and contest his status. 
Radical Turks suspected in bombing 
ROBERT DUR ELLA.OS ANGELES TIMES 
ARNOLD SCHWARZENEGGER is sworn in as the 38th governor of California on Monday as his wife, Maria 
Shriver, looks on. Schwal'zel iegger won an unprecedented recall election, defeating former governor Gray Davis. 
Three Turkish men with ties to radical Islamic organi-
zations were identified by police Monday as possible sus-
pects in truck bombings near two Istanbul synagogues Sat-
urday, according to local news media. 
Muhammad found guilty in sniper trial out his month-long trial, stood at attention as a elerk read 
the guilty verdicts. 
The death toll in the attacks climb.ed to 25 after res-
cue workers discovered the corpse of an elderly Jewish 
woman beneath the rubble of a damaged portion of one 
synagogue and another victim diecl from injuries, city 
officials said. 
~- court legalizes same-sex marriage 
John Allen Muhammad was convicted Monday of 
masterminding the terrifying sniper attacks that gripped 
the Washington region last fall. He now faces a possible 
death sentence. 
Jurors deliberated for more tha.o six hours over·two days 
before reaching their verdicts just after 11.:30 a.m., find-
ing Muhammad guilty of two counts of capital murder in 
the death of Dean H. Meyers in Prince William County, 
A divided Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court ruled 
Tuesday that same-sex couples have a right to civil marriages 
under the nation's oldeststate constitution, declaring that "the 
right to marry means little if it ~ not include the right to 
marry the person of one's choice." 
Police identified the potential suspects by tracing a torn 
passport found at the scene of one explosion and two.f al-
'sified registration documents for the trucks that carried ilie 
. bombs, according to Turkish media reports. 
a. He also was convicted of conspiracy to commit mur-
r . 
Never has_~ state's ~gh co~rt ruled so _c_?~clusive~y on 
One of the men had been detained by poJice during 
past operations against a domestic militant Islamic group, 
. . . , . . . . th bomb-
Prosecutors began presenting evidence in the penalty 
phase of the tri~, arguing to the same jurors that the crimes 
were wantonly vile and that Muhammad poses a future dan-
ger to society - claims that could result in a lethal injection. 
Muhammad, who has shown very little emotion through-
ther than the 19931inding by Hawaii's high court that mar-
riage laws were discriminatory, in that Tuesday's decision 
directly redefine,d the meaning of "civil marriage" in Mass-
achusetts law. And it exceeded the 1999 action by Vermont's 
highest court that required marriage-like benefi~ and piQ-
ings. Saturday, Turkish officials said they di not 1eve-
the group was capable of planning such a well-coordi-
nated assault. 
News 
Briefs 
Campaign for wint,er clothing 
seeks donations from students 
The Ithaca-Rotary Club is sponsoring a 
"Share the Warmth" campaign to collect 
warm clothing to distribute to those in need 
in the community. 
Donation bins will be out until Dec. 5 in 
the Campus Center l<?bby, the Muller Fac-
ulty Center, the Center for Health Sciences, 
the Student Activities Center, the lobby of the 
Roy H. Park School of Communications, the 
James J. Whalen Center for Music, laundry 
rooms ·in the Terraces, Towers, Garden 
Apartments and Circles, and TV lounges in 
the quads and Emerson. 
The campaign is focusing on coats, 
gloves, hats and other winter wear, but any 
clothing will be accepted. 
This is the college's second year of partic-
ipation in the program. Last year the college 
collected 47 bags of clothing on campus. 
For more information, contact the 
Community Service Program at 
volunteer@ithaca.edu or 274-1380. 
Office of Public Safety targets 
use of seatbelts on campus 
The Office of Public Safety, in coopera-
tion with the Department of Transportation 
and the National Highway Traffic Safety Ad-
ministration, will participate in the "Buckle 
Up New York~ It's Click It or Ticket" pro-
gram, which began Nov. 17 and will run 
through Nov. 30. 
Grant money from the New York State 
Governor's Traffic Safety Committee will fund 
extra patrols of the campus by Public Safety 
officers to enforce state seatbelt laws. 
Public Safety officers have been at check 
points around campus to ensure that motorists 
are wearing seatbelts. 
The effort is part of a nationwide seatbelt 
enforcement campaign that focuses on pro-
tecting teen and young adult motorists. Ac-
cording to the NHTSA, teens die at a high-
er rate because of higher risk taking, less ex-
perience and low seat belt use. 
Tompkins County Red Cross 
needs donors for blood drives 
' For' more information on traffic safety and 
New York State seat belt laws, visit the Gov-
ernor's Traffic Safety Committee Web site at 
www.nysgtsc.state.ny.us. 
The American Red Cross of Tompkins 
County will hold two blood drives Nov. 28. 
Donors can give blood at the Ithaca VFW 
from 11 :30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. or at the Itha-
ca YMCA from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. 
Potential donors must be at least 17 years 
old, weigh at least 110 pounds, be in good 
health and have waited at least 56 days since 
the last time they gave blood. 
For more information, or to schedule an 
appointment, contact- Darla Van Ostrand at 
273-1900 ext. 17. · 
Sociology profe~r t;o give 
talk about trans-racial families 
A discussion of the ways in which fam-
ilies that adopt trans-racially are integrat-
ed into society will take place today at 7:30 
p.m. at the Autumn Leav~s Bookstore in the 
Commons. 
The discussion, titled "We Are Family," 
will be held by Katherin M. Flower Kim, as-
sistant professor of sociology'. • 
The Cayuga Kiwanis Club, the Multi-
cultural _ .Resource Center, the Ithaca 
Asian American Association and the Cen-
ter for the Study of Culture, Race and Eth-
nicity at Ithaca College will be sponsoring 
the event. 
Source: L.A. Times and the Washington Post news servjce. 
Shakespeare dfama 'Pericles' 
t;o be performed in December · 
The Ithaca College Theatre's third offer-
ing this season, Shakespeare's "Periclest will 
open on Dec. 2 at 8 p.m. in the Clarke The-
ater in Dillingham Center. 
The play will also be performed Dec. 4, 
5 and 6 at 8 p.m. and Dec. 6 and 7 at 2 p.m. 
Tickets can be purchased at the ticket office 
in Dillingham Center, the Ointon House tick-
et center and Cornell University's Willard 
Straight Hall. Prices range from $4.50 to $10. · 
Norm Johnson, associate professor of act-
ing and movement, is the director of the play. 
Film and display planned 
t;o remembe~ World AIDS Day . . 
_The Ithaca College AIDS Working 
Group is holding several events in honor of 
World AIDS Day on ~- 1. 
The film "A Closer Walk," about the so-
cial causes unC,erlying the global AIDS epi-
demic, will be shown in Textor 102 at 7 p.m. 
A display titled "A Global Epidemic" will 
be featured in the Campus Center from Dec. 
J -4, indicating the number of HIV/ AIDS cas-· 
es around the world. 
In addition, the group will have a table in 
the Campus Center on Dec. 1 from 10 a.m. 
to 2 p.m., providing ribbons, cookies and con-
doms to students. 
Students will be able to go to Muller 
Chapel and meditate on the day. 
Ithaca College Quarterly edit;or 
to present speech about Iraq 
Maura Stephens, senior editor of the Itha-
ca College Quarterly, will lead a faculty col-
loquium titled "What's Really Happening in 
Iraq: How 'Ordinary Iraqis' Are Affected" on 
Tuesday, Dec. 2 at 12:10 p.m. in Clark Lounge 
in the Campus Center. . , 
Stephens will share the information she 
gathered during a trip to Iraq this summer. ' 
·coRRECTIONS 
• The research referred to in the story 
"Too Hot to Handle" was from the 
University of Oklahoma. 
This information was incorrect in the 
Nov. 6 issue. 
Robert Ullrich is the dean of the 
School of Business. 
The Office·of Enrollment Planning 
plans to stabilize freshman enrollment 
at approximately 1,550 to 1,600 stu-
dents. The college's retention rate is 
88percent. 
. 
Mary Arlin, profe$SOr of music theo-
ry, history and composition, is the 
chairwoman of the APC Policy 
Subcommittee. · 
Maria Stefanova was the Gennan 
teaching assistant pictured on page 4. 
This information was incorrect in the 
Nov. 13 issue. 
It is The lthacan's policy to correct 
all errors of fact. Please contact 
Assistant News Editor Katie Moore 
at 27 4-3207. 
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Reporter stresses 
role of activism 
in democracy 
BY STEPHANIE BERGERON 
Staff Writer 
A respected journalist told students that inves-
tigative journalism is important to a successful democ-
racy in a speech Tuesday. · 
Charles Lewis is the founder of the Center for Pub-
lic Integrity, an organization in Washington, D.C., that 
uses research to root out corruption and abuse of pow-
er by government, corporations and politicians. The cen-
ter has written 12 books and more than 200 reports since 
its founding in 1989. 
Lewis spoke to the college community about his work 
at the center and the importance of investigating and un-
covering the truth about America's democracy. 
"I do believe in democracy and it may not be per-
fect, but the fact is that it's the best thing that we've 
got going for us," he said. 
Lewis described his work in uncovering sequel leg-
islation to the Patriot Act, the manner in which con-
tracts in Iraq are awarded and the Lincoln Bedroom 
Scandal. 
Lewis said that there is a "dumbing down of Amer-
ican people through the media," and explained that the 
public mu.st care more about the government. 
"Democracy is not a spectator sport," he said. "Peo-
ple must get involved." ·. 
Media awareness was also a the.me of Lewis' · 
speech, as he urged the audience to keep watch over 
the government as well as the media. . 
Lewis said that young journalists are important for 
the future. 
. "What's most valuable is the energy, new blood 
and the synergy of new ideas," he said. 
He explained that in his work it is often difficult 
to uncover the truth, but ultimately the extra effort is 
well worth the satisfac~on that comes with exposing 
a breaking story. 
. ,,.It's very hard to get a straight answer out of any-
. one today," .he said. . . 
Freshman Joseph Ahouse said Lewis' speech rein-
forced the need for students to become more actively 
inyolved in jiO".ernment 
and said that it inspired her to read more alternative 
forms of media. 
:l ~ope that everyone who attended will really be 
inspired to look more at what is being presented by the 
media," she said. 
Before founding the center, Lewis was an in-
vestigative reporter for ABC News and a producer 
for senior correspondent Mike Wallace of "60 Min-
utes." He has been nominated for two Emmy 
Awards, and in 1998 was awarded a MacArthur 
Fellowship, also known as the genius grant. · 
More than 200 people attended the lecture, which 
was part of the Park Distinguished Speaker Series. 
I 
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CHARLES LEWIS, founder ofthe Center for l:)ublic : 
Integrity, spoke in Park Auditorium Tuesday. 
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MOURNERS GATHER TUESDAY to hold a vigil for the victims of religious and political viol~ce In Istanbul and else-
where in the Middle East. Among ·fhose present were, from left, Peter Rothbart, professor of music theory, history 
and composition, Rebecca Lesses, assistant professor of anthropology, and sophomore Raphael Golberstein. 
Updating the program 
College plans to revamp the Student Information System 
BY ANNE K. WALTERS 
News Editor 
Students could have a new way to 
access their grades, check their Bursar's 
accounts- ~ -look at_ their transc(jpts_ 
onfine ·as early as 
next fall. 
The college is beginning a project to 
redesign the Student Information System, 
the program the college uses to keep 
track of students' academic and financial 
records. 
The system was initially designed in 
198Z·and predates the World Wide Web, 
said Larry Metzger, dean of enrollment 
planning ~nd chairman of the SIS pro-
ject steering committee. 
Since then, the system has under-
gone substantial in-house upgrades, 
adding such features as Degree Navi-
gator, online registration and online ap-
plications, he said. 
In a few years, the entire system will 
become obsolete, and it will be difficult 
to fix it or to find people knowledgable in 
· · such' systems, Metzger said. 
· "It's the sort of thing where you have 
,to do it," he said. "I think one of the 
. , analogies the consultant was using is 
·· this is really like a car that you fell in 
love with that may be built in 1963. 
We've taken pretty good care of it, 
we've improved it along the way, but 
after awhile you can't find parts for it 
any more .... We don't like the price 
of what .a new car is going to cost us, 
but the risk' of not upgrading to some-
. thing that is more current is high." 
The committee examining the issue ject Parnassus, a campus-wide financial 
includes members from all areas of cam- and human resources computer 
pus that use the system. program. 
"Clearly we want to have a student in- The college spent millions of dollars 
formation system that will exhibit the best on the system in June 2002, buf many 
~ces a,nd provide the serv1ces to stu- faculty and staff remain unhappy with 
dents," Metzger said "The goal is to de- the program. 
velop a system that ____________ The reorganiza-
will propel Ithaca ' ' This is really like a car t~on project c~n-
College to the fore- s1sts of an executive 
front_ of compre- that vou fell in love with co~ttee an? a 
hens1ve colleges." J · steenng committee 
~ e g i s t r a r that may be built in 1963. th~t are working 
. Christopher Kn!iuer with a consultant 
said he hopes the We've taken pretty good from Kaludis Con-
new system will suiting. 
provide more s-elf- care of it, we've improved The group will 
service applications determine whether 
for students, elimi- it along the way, . but after the college should 
nating the paper- build an in-house 
work for many of awhile you can't find system or purchase 
the issues his office · , , one from a vendor 
deals with. parts for it anymore. such as Datatel, Or-
For example, he acle, Peoplesoft or 
said he would like -LARRY METZGER SCT Vaner. 
to see the ability Dean of enrollment planning The cost for such 
for students 'to a project is un-
change their majors online. known, but could be as high as several 
Metzger said Committee members million dollars Bardaglio said. 
want to receive input from faculty, staff Metzger said the project will require 
and students about the system. They hiring additional technology support 
plan to hold a series of public forums staff to take care of daily functions so 
and provide oµter opportunities for dis- some specialists can focus on this full 
cussion. time. · 
Peter Bardaglio, provost and vice Metzger said the group hopes to have 
president of academic affairs, said by a financial plan to present to the Ithaca 
gathering com~unity input, he hopes College Board of Trustees in February 
to avoid a situation simil~r to the one and to make a final recommendation to 
that occurred ·with the launch of Pro- the board in May . 
County tax ,,hike.to affect · off-campus rent 
BY MICHELLE THEIS 
Staff Writer 
When county legislators gather to vote on 
local issues, college students rarely take no-
tice. But when the Tompkins County Board 
of Representatives meets Dec. 2, some stu-
dents might have to open their eyes - and 
their wallets. 
The board will vote to adopt the 2004 pro-
posed budget - a budget that could increase 
property taxes by 19.65 percent, bringing the 
total (ax. levy to 27 percent with higher assessed 
property values. If passed, that means prop-
erty owners would pay $772 in county taxes 
'for property assessed at $100,000. 
Although the increase would only affect 
College Circle residents - the apartments are 
the only campus buildings that are not tax-
exempt - increased taxes could affect stu-
dents seeking off-campus housing. 
Tim Joseph, chairman of the legislature, 
said increased taxes for landlords will 
mean increased rent for tenants. 
"It's an expense that they will pass on to 
their tenants," he said. "There will be acer-
tain amount of lag for many of them. They 
may take some of the hits themselves, but 
certainly before too long they will reflect it 
in their rent." 
If landlords increase rent by the same per-
centage as the county has proposed increas-
ing property taxes; an apartment that would 
have cost $400 per month this year could con-
ceivably cost a tenant $480 next year. 
yary Lindenbaum owns 30 apartments in 
Tompkins County. He said the potential in-
crease is forcing him to raise the price of his 
apartll)ents by about 15 percent. 
He said he charged $625 per month for a 
2-bedroom apartment last year. This coming 
year it will cost tenants $680 per month. · 
Lindenbaum said he was trying to keep 
his prices reasonable. 
"You have to keep it at a !evel you can 
lease it, but pass a little on, too," he said. 
But increased rent off campus could keep 
some students in dorms or college-owned 
apartments. 
Junior Cass Barbour-March said he has 
been considering living off campus because 
the College Circle apartments are significantly 
more expensive than most local properties. 
If local landlords increase rent, he said he 
might negate that option. 
"If I can't find anything that is going to 
save me money, which is a factor because I 
am a poor college student, then I would live 
on campus," he said. ••Options are going to 
be really limited." 
I . 
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· Safety game plan wins 
Cortaca Jug weekend marred by minor incidents 
BY MEGAN REYNOLDS 
Staff Writer 
intoxicated students were transported to the 
Cayuga Medical Center and several incidents 
of vandalism were reported on campus. 
The Ithaca Bombers football team spent 
hours learning plays, viewing tape and 
practicing in preparation for last weekend 's 
Cortaca Jug game. 
"Overall I thought that during the game all 
of the fans were pretty responsible, and for the 
most part respectful," said Brian McAree, vice 
president of student affairs and campus life. 
Although the team lost, the campus's game 
plan for safety proved more successful. On Sat-
urday, one Cortland student was arrested, three 
Butterfield Stadium held 11,743 fans on 
. Saturday. With packed bleachers and a ma-
jority of onlookers on their feet the entire 
JOE GERAGHTY/THE ITHACAN 
AN UNIDENTIFIED CORTLAND STUD.ENT is escorted to a police car after being 
arrested fot at90l"derty conclUCI ~~CU.tac& Jug Saturday. . . , . ,,~ ~ 
SUNDAY BRUNC.H 
SATURDAY BRIJNC.H! 
TWO DAYS TO ENJOY OUR . . 
GREAT BREAKFAST MENU 
♦GOURMET OMELETTES, EGGS TO ORDER 
♦WAFFLES, FRENCH TOAst, PANCAKES 
· ♦HOME FRIES, STIR FRYS·, SCRAMBLED TOFU 
♦FRESH PASTRIES,-FRUIT, GRANOLA 
•BOTTOMLESS COFFEE, SPECIALTY' COFFEE'S 
Major Credit Cards Accepted 
• NEWLY EXPANDED SEATIN~ • 
308-310· STEWART AVE • 177-4770 
BRUNCH HOURS ARE SATURDAY & SUNDAY 9:30AM-3PM 
. ' 
.· ·. .. .. .. 
. . . . . . . -~ . : '· ... ..... ·. . . .· .. . .. 
~ 
(te7) UMffJ, ....... <"7) Ht-.tTIJ 
emall: lhahar@ll&llllillk.tom 
EON DOWN TO T~SHIRT EXPRESS 
·HAVE THE BIGGEST SELECTION·Of · 
. CA COLLEGE PRODUCTS. INCLU~ 
MUGS, HOODIES, HHIRTS; SWEA 
, SHOT GLASSES, KEYCHAINS, 
E BOTTLES, AND SO MUCH 
game, spirits were high and voices loud. 
Ithaca fans found their school ·spirit by par-
ticipating in "Cortland: you suck!" shouts, the 
ooga-booga touchdown cheer, body painting, 
temporary IC tattoos, porn-porns, and signs. 
After the game, to the dismay of Pub-
lic Safety officials, Cortland fans rushed the 
field in excitement, and chanted "IC s--t" \ 
at Ithaca fans. 
McAree thought that the Bombers fans 
stuck to the rules. However, he was disap-
pointed with the actions of many Cortland fans. 
"I thought that \\'.as absolutely irrespon-
sible, it really showed a lack of class as far 
as I'm concerned," McAree said. "I was very, 
very disappointed in how their fans reacted 
to the win. They could have celebrated and 
it could have been done in a much more pos-
itive and responsible fashion." 
Junior Maureen Beszh said she thinks that 
this year's Jug game was more tame than those 
of past years. 
"I thought the crowd was a little less 
rowdy than last year, unfortunately," she 
said. "The crowd involvement wasn't as 
much cheering in past years." 
Senior Matt Hughes called the game and 
the weekend differently, though. 
" I think it was a lot more fun than last 
year," he said. "This one was by fat the best." 
Adam Warner, a junior sports information 
and communications major and resident as-
sistant for the East Tower, said there were 
fire extinguishers being set off throughout the 
night, leading to ;:t 4 a.m. fire alarm as one 
exploded in an elevator. He witnessed fur-
ther vandalism as pumpkins were smashed, 
bathroom stall doors and soap dispensers 
were ripped off. People slept in the lounges 
and drank in the hallways: Warner said that 
this year was the worst that he has ever seen. 
~ 'j my tltuu year here at Ithaca, and 
CARLY CHAMBERLIN/THE ITHACAN 
SENIOR MATT HUGHES shows off his 
Ithaca College spirit. 
nothing has even been close to what hap-
pened this past weekend," he said. 
Bob Holt, director of Public Safety, 
thought the game and the weekend as a whole 
were a success. 
There were 25 public safety officers, eight 
New York State Police officer, six Tompkins 
County Sheriff officers, six members of the 
Ithaca Police Department, student patrol of-
ficers and one police dog on hand to maintain 
the peace. · 
Throughout all the plays these officers had 
to su~rvise, there were only a few fouls 
called. One non-Ithaca College student was 
arrested for disorderly conduct. Despite the 
large amount of drinking that went on 
before the game, there were only three 
responses to highly intoxicated persons. 
"The last thing we want to see is some-
one seriously injured as a result of a 
football game, McAree said. "It is a won-
derful and exciting moment and a tradition 
that we want to continue, but it is a,foot-
ball game .. Its pot a war, its not a battle, its 
not life and death and to see the kind of , 
l:)ehavior that this can generate is just 
incredibly disappointing." 
ALL STUDENTS WHO PLAN ON 
STUDYING ABROAD 
DURING SPRING 2004 ... 
ENII 
.·,·,-. 
• • 
• • 
• • • 
' 
*DEADLINE* 
IF YOU HA VE NOT YET SPOKEN WITH 
SOMEONE IN THE OFFICE OF 
INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS ABOUT YOUR 
SPRING 2004 STUDY ABROAD PLANS, 
PLEASE CONTACT US IMMEDIATELY! 
' 
Any student* who plans to study abroad this SPRING 
must complete and submit Ithaca College study abroad 
paperwork. This paperwork must be completed in order to 
receive credit for your study abroad program. If you· plan 
on studying abroad and have not yet notified the Office of 
International Progra~, or have not yet completed your 
paperwork, contact the :Office · of lntemationaJPrograms at 
274-3306·1MMEDIATELY! ·. 
. . 
"This deadline.pertains only to ~dents ~dying on an affiJial;ed or non-affiliated program. 
not to those studying.at the Ithaca C.oll~e Lo~don Ceiuer, Wancabout Down Under · · 
· . , , . :or oo ~ "fC~ cxcha11ge prog:i:an, . _ 
Fo( ,/ori {ef!;rfrlllti~n. contact the,OJJiC':-oJinter~iionol Pr~grd1'1.f 
· --: .,, '-2) J MuJJer Faculiy CMter ~-?, 1~•33(16 .. . . · 
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Calendar stirs interest, but not controversy 
BY TASHA KATES worlc. After ironing out the logistics, 
Staff Writer club members started asking random 
students if they would like to be in 
A calendar featuring photos of the calendars. 
Ithaca College studen~s is turning Sophomore Ben Sear, who 
heads, but raising few eyebrows. worked on the publicity, said stu-
In the past, sexually suggestive dents weren't exactly receptive to 
cartoon images have raised con- the idea of posing for the calendar. 
troversy at the college, but when "People thought we were coming 
planning the calendars, members onto them when we asked them," 
of the American Advertising said Sear, who is featured in the cal-
Federation avoided such publici- endar. "We said, 'This might sound 
ty by being conscientious about like a come-on, but we're making a 
the images presented. calendar, and I'd like you to be in it. 
Junior Molly McElroy, AAF Can I have your 
co-president, said the number?"' 
m o d e 1 s After the initial 
were not \ ill-received re-
allowed to \ sponse from stu-
pose naked, \ dents, AAF mem-
in bathing \ bers asked people 
suits or in \ they knew if they 
provocative \ wanted to pose. 
positions. \ ·. .· . ·.~ \ McElroy said The group \ · ~ .· all students 
has been pre- \ ~~\\\\'n''••:~.~-~i'i had an oppor-
selli~g "Up ~-.. . . ~i\\\\\~,..r.•·f'i~t~~-(' '\___ ...  1 \ tu~ity to be i,n 
Agamst the . ~~···-~..-.. 1 \ t ..... --;\----<\ . \ . this year s 
,'lTnll " \ •-""'!:-- \ \ _,..-·"'.'>\ ·\ \ \ \ l d 
nruJ., two ver- · \ -;.~ ...... \•····· .. -~ \ \ . __ \.----T~\ ca en ar. 
sions of the calen \ ... ----sr-· •1 \ .. J ......... ,t .. -- 'h\ \ i "We have 
- : . \ \ ....... i ............ •r;r·••'"" .... !\ \ l~...,~~,)..::ii\ l\ • • 
dar that feature the \ \--·--··,1r .. ~'\ ~-------·J--·-z\·----"'V\ \ 1 no cntena 
men and women \ \. i~'fr.;1.'.'.,t'····,o\ \ \ ..... •,;;"t-----@, \ for [mod-
of Ithaca College. \·. r .·--.-.. \\ ....... 1 ..... J -···--1~----~r \ -.. ;.' '\. e 1 s ] , " An AAF board i k----m: ··\ \ , -~'.:~1t McElroy 
:\ ' ~ ... , \ • \ ::..J_~-~·i:= . 
member suggested \ ~-'--..._ \ . a '-£,.r .. ,.-s ? ll~ . s a i d . 
th fu d . .. ~ ,w- "A e n -raiser at a \ :·:.1~i\ ______ .. nyone 
meeting and - the \ tlrJ:• who wants to set the 
group quickly started \ shoot date can be in it." 
Haircuts for all types of hair 
IT-HACUTS 
Students and ·Seniors $10 
Open Mon-Fri 8 a.m.-7 p.m .• 
Sat 8 a.m.- 3 p.m. 
Kathy's Creative 
Gift Baskets & Floral · Design 
for any occasion 
Gift Baskets custom made to order 
upon request 
Floral Arrangements with a 24hr. 
notice 
Call Kathy at 607-564-9410 
e-mail yaquina45@juno.com 
But Sear said the club was specif-
ically looking for attractive guys 
and girls. 
Junior Greg Sibley, who was in 
the October picture with Sear, said 
the pictures shouldn't be taken se-
riously. 
"We already had the photo when 
· they asked us to contribute," Sibley 
said. "So we decided to fill the last 
slot. It's not like we're nude." 
Senior Annie Goldman, who is 
working on an independent study 
on body image issues, said the cal-
endars were much. less offensive 
than she imagined. 
"Some of-them are trying to be 
semi-provocative," Goldman said. 
"But overall, I think it's quite 
clever." 
Goldman also said the male 
calendar was more sexualized 
than the female calendar, a fact 
that surprised her since it's usually 
the other way around. 
PHOTOS COURTESY OF AAF 
FROM LEFT, wrestling team members K.C. Beach, Marc Israel, 
Bryan Petti, Jeff Edelstein and Joseph Duca pose as the boys of 
June in AAF's fund-raiser calendar. At left, students show off their 
Halloweeen costumes for the women's version of the calendar. 
Cynthia Scheibe, associate "One girl came up to the table 
professor of psychology, said this and said it was sick," Wistreich 
kind of fund-raiser is acceptable as said. "That was it." 
long as it is in good taste. There have been no organized 
"I don't think that there is any- protests · against the calendars 
thing wrong with a calendar that fea- possibly because BRIDGES, the · 
tures good-looking people," body image group which protest-
Scheibe said. ''The concern is ob- ed last year's Cortaca Jug T-
. jectifying only women and not shirts, disbanded at the end of last 
men, but that isn't happening here." year. 
Junior AAF member Ryan Sear said the most rewarding as-
Wistreich said he has heard only one pect of making the calendars is the 
complaint while selling the calendars. _ student reaction to the pictures. 
"The coolest part about selling 
it is seeing the people say, 'Hey, I 
know that person,"' Sear said. 
As of Wednesday about 70 cal-
endars have been sold. Students must 
pre-order to secure a copy. 
"It's going to be a tradition," 
McElroy said. "We're going to do 
this every year, and it's going to get 
better." 
Calendars will be available the 
week of Dec. 2 in Textor Hall and 
cost $8 apiece. 
. y \":/'-~w::2J:t;~ ,{:I}-,;;; <' /if/d'"}{jt1Jtflmf4i\:, ·hp:; ;'~&;;,<~•\,./r40,4'}ff,k 
' , i' , .--:. > ; ' 
' ,..., :, ~, , ',' ,, ,' z,:::~~ ~,-.t-:'j ~~ ',f,; ,. ... \, .,X',,,. 
7••- .• 
R■■ D■LIV■ 
lds,~ . ..... . ---Mall100-f1J .... IH 
____ .,,,,..,-: . ·~ .., ........ -........ .. 
272-3448 1103 Danby Rd. 
---------------------------CLIP AND IAYI 
1 YGE Chene Pizza 
You must mention acl when ordering and present it upon purchasel 
Not valid with any other offer. 
Expiration clat.: December 31, ~ 
.. Lightlink Internet 
(607) 277-0959~ -~ 
www.lightlink.com 
· ·.system@lightliuk.com 
. · Internet for the Home an~ _Business 
Serving 607 and 315 area codes 
Dial Up or Dial Up + Satellite 
Tl's, DSL, ffigh Speed Radio 
\v.'eb Hosting and Colocation 
. \, 
Fraternities and Sororities 
~ · . . ' 
Plea'se. call us or e-inaD us 
for a ustom· quote to 
exadly ma .· your house needs. 
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Officers look to halt 
rash of vandalism 
BY CHRISTA LOMBARDI of crimes has occurred. 
Chief Copy Editor Between Sept. 10 and Nov. 10, at least 36 
cars were vandalized, according to the Public 
When sophomore Leigh Bonkowski Safety Log. Dunn said the concentration of in-
agreed to take a friend to pick up her car from cidents is higher than in previous years. 
a mechanic, she didn't expect to find she "It's definitely a change in pattern of be-
needed to fix her car as well. havior," Dunn said. 
As she walked toward her vehicle Unlike the "rash" of flat tires that occurred 
parked in the L-lot ori Nov. 6, she noticed a three to four years ago, more severe damage 
large footprint on the windshield. has cropped ·up over the last year. · 
"I went to go get in my car," Bonkows- Vandalism is classified as criminal mis-
ki said. "And my friend goes, 'Oh my God, chief, which has four levels. 
look at your mirror!"' "Just the [lowest level] is a misde-
The driver's side mirror was broken, and meanor," Dunn said. "As soon as you dam-
there were footprints across the hood, roof age a car in excess of $250, it's a felony." 
and back window. Bonkowski immediately While vandals have damaged hoods, 
reported the damage to Public Safety, and an roofs, trunks, antennas and windshield 
officer took pictures. wipers, Dunn said broken side-view mirrors 
Bonkowski is just one of more than 30 stu- "seem to be the biggest problem." He also 
dents on campus who have had their vehi- said there were a few occurrences of broken 
des vandalized this semester. windows and windshields. 
"Just from the first of October to the sec- Between Oct. I and Nov. 2, Durling said 
ond of November, we surveyed all the car dam- Public Safety arrested three students an.d one . 
age reports that we've had," Public Safety 1n: . · rion-'stilaeiitfor damaging cars. Of the arrests, 
vestigator Laura Durling said. "We have had two were felonie.s, Dunn said. 
numerous ones on campus during that time pe- "It doesn't talc~ a lot of damage to reach that · 
riod .- over half of those were in the L-lot threshold," he said. "It's hard to determine who 
area." 
The L-lot is adjacent to the Terraces and 
extends toward the College Circle apart-
ments. Durling said the next "area of con- · 
cem" was the parking lots located in the 
Circles, but the incidents were "scattered" 
across campus. 
While Public Safety Investigator Thomas 
Dunn said he could not comment on the pre-
ventative measures Public Safety is currently 
taking since criminal mischief cases are still 
under investigation, he said "normal patrol 
functions are remaining the same," and patrols 
are more concentrated in areas where a wave 
we're looking for because I think it's being 
. done atrandom," Durling said. "A lot of times 
in cases like these, it is alcohol-related.' ' 
Dunn and Durling stressed that since there 
didn't appear to be attempted entry into the 
vehicles, these incidents are separate from the 
"smash.:.and-grabs" that occurred on Oct. 5., 
when stereos were stolen from seven cars lo-
cated in the L- and Z-lots. 
They encourage students to check their 
cars daily and to report any vandalism or sus-
picious activity in parking lots. 
"We can't be · everywhere at once," 
~ Durling said. 
♦ . • , • ,. • • SALLY EKUS/THE ITHACAN. 
SOPHOMORE LEIGH BONKOWSKI stands next to the 'broken minor of her car. She'is 
one of the many students on campus whose cars have been vandalized. 
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False alarm incidents on-the • rise 
BY MATT HUNTLEY smoke investigations. 
Staff Writer Totals for recent academic 
years have been 101 for 2002-2003, 
The rate of fire alarms set off on 80 for 2001-2002, and 115 alarms 
campus this year has increased to for 2000-2001. 
approximately 4.5 incidents per "At least once a year, [the fire de-
week, from approximately three in- tectors] are physically taken down 
cidents per week last year. and dismantled and cleaned by us-
And as each fire alarm costs lo- ing a brush or a combination of a 
cal taxpayers between $250 and brush or pressurized air," Lewis. said. 
$500, according to Ithaca Fire ''There have only been about three 
Department estimates, the total alarms that were actually caused by 
costs for the year could reach be- a 'dirty' detector this year." 
tween $31,500 and $63,000. It is not so much a matter of 
In accordance with state law, the cleanliness, but sensitivity that sets 
Environmental Health and Safety the alarms off, Lewis said. 
Division of the Office of Campus "Malfunctions have dropped 
Safety conducts four practice fire dramatically over the years," 
drills in every campus building per Wilbur said. "The reason for that 
year, with at least one of those drills is both [Cornell and IC] have made 
after dark. an investment in newer alarm sys-
But many unintentional alarms tern technology and [have up-
are triggered by the tiniest of air graded] their preventative mainte-
particles and insects. nance and testing programs, a 
"In general ... the fire alarm sys- number of things that have just 
terns don't go off for some unknown been practiced to reduce the num-
reason," said Mike Lewis, manag- ber of general false alarms." 
er of EHS. "In most cases it's smoke No matter what the cause, any fire 
or someone's generated excess alann that goes off on campus di-
dust We get a lot of smoke condi- rectly alerts the Office of Public Safe-
tions that happen from people just ty arid the EHS through their fire 
burning popcorn in a microwave." alann panel that immediately pin-
JOE GERAGHTY/THE ITHACAN 
FACULTY AND STUDENTS gather outside the Center for Health Sciences after a fire alarm was acci-
dentally triggered. The number of fire alarms set off on campus have Increased this year. 
Lewis said other possible~ points and provides a digital readout 
for the triggering of false fire of where the alann is going off. The 
alarms include hairspray or chemi- New York State Office of Prevention 
cals released unknowingly from a lab. and Control has made it a law for the 
From the beginning of the semester EHS to notify the fire department if 
through October, a total of 41 fire anything triggers an alann. 
alanns were set off on campus, ac- "Our people have what we call a 
cording to EHS 's fire alarm statistics. ring-down phone,'~ Lewis said. 
The total number of alarms in- , ~'When you pick it up, it automati-
cludes actual fires, accidental trig- . · cally dials the 911 center downtown." 
gerings, those of undetermined He said EHS stays on the 
-cause, malicious false alarms and pho~e , -~ the fire depai_tment 
< • • 
; ~, 
• 
· ncer· 
makes its way up to the college. 
"The fire department has to tell 
us it's OK to reset the system," 
Lewis said. "When there's a fire, 
whatever property it is becomes the 
property of the fire department un-
til they determine that the fire's out 
or that it is a false alarm." 
Brian Wilbur, the fire chief at the 
Ithaca Fire Department, said that 
each time his department receives 
notice of an alarm on campus, the 
department sends a unit to the cam-
pus to investigate. 
How much each fire investigation 
costs depends on different factors. 
"There are a number of vari-
ables," Wilbur said. "Everything 
from wherever .the apparatus was at 
the time that a particular alann came 
in, whether we're leaving from the 
station . . . to the actual number of 
people working that day to whether 
or not we put in additional people." 
Wtlbur also noted the cost de-
pends on the wear and tear on the 
trucks that the fire department 
owns, which can cost from $125 to 
$450 per hour of use, and the por-
tion of, the personnel needed to in-
vestigate the situation. 
Because Ithaca College is with-
in the Ithaca Fire Department's ju-
risdiction, which also includes the 
Ithaca community and Cornell, the 
false alarms exempt the fire depart-
ment from receiving reimburse-
ment from -the federal government. 
"We have a false alarm rate of 
41 percent [in Ithaca]," Wtlbur said. 
"That's pretty high compared 
with fire departments in other 
communities. It runs about twice 
the state rate, so false alarms are an 
issue for us." · 
~ 1 · · for . 
BY GREGORY BEYER # .,_. 
Staff Writ~r 
Students need to clean and protect their 
computers" and stay current with computer se-
curity- updates, he said. 
The Ithaca College Alumni 
Association ·Board of Directors 
announces 
In recent weeks, thousands of students 
have been exposed to anti-ResNet sentiment, 
whether in the form of the , ~tudent-created 
Web site demanc;ling immedi~te changes in 
the system or in the frµstratIOJ)-laced -~on-
versations of irritated classmates. , 
Frustrated community members were 
given an opportunity to ,express their 
ResNet concerns at a town hall meeting last 
Thursday, sponsored by Information Tech-
nology Services employees. 
During the question and answer session, 
one person asked if students migJ:it. pe enti-
tled to compensation due to the perceixed in-
adequacy ofResNet. '· ''.' 
Ed Fuller, director of ITS, said he believed 
there was a slim chance of that happening and 
-said that ITS would not be involved in the de-
cision process if such a proposal were made. 
The student asked Fuller to view the issue 
from a student's perspective and wondered if 
he would feel entitled to a monetary refund, 
to which Fuller replied, "I might." 
But Fuller said students who blame their 
Internet woes ori ResNet are failing to take 
~me important factors into consideration. 
He explained that ITS has been dealing 
with a host of particularly potent viruses, 
worms and other maladies since the begin-
ning of the school year, many of which have 
found their ways onto studel)t computers. . 
•. "In recent weeks, they have been coming 
faster and more furious;" he said. 
. Once astudent's .computerorporthasbeeri 
infected, it is up to the student.to take:the nee- .' 
essary steps to eradicate the problem, he said. 
He stressed that the role of ITS is to pro-
vide Internet service, not to take care of each 
personal computer. 
"We have no control over each person-
ally-owned machine," he said. "We can't in-
stall software on them, and we can't look at 
what's installed." 
Junior Sheila Katz, a resident advisor in 
Landon Hall, expressed concern that 
many students are unaware of the real rea-
sons behind their Internet troubles and em-
phasized the necessity of communicating 
those reasons. 
"I thought I had the necessary programs 
on my computer, but then I found out that I 
didn't," she said. 
Many of her residents have come to the 
same realization, she added. ' · 
"It's not that we're so apathetic and just 
:w~t to complain; it's that we really don't 
know how to get [the necessary protection] 
on our computers," she said. 
Senior Laura Waterstripe, an ITS em-
ployee who works at the Help Desk, agrees 
that inos\::Students ·are unaware of how to fix 
or prevent problems-. · 
"Many students call~ Help Desk saying 
[their computers] are clean, but it turns out they 
haven't followed the directions or completed 
the [ viri,ts protection], process," she sai(l. 
After outlining students' responsibility to take 
care of their_own computers, Fuller proposed 
a plan of action. 
Over the winter break, ITS will introduce · · 
a process called "subnetting." . 
While all student comput~rs are current-
ly linked via one large web-like network, sub-
netting will divide them into three indepen-
dent segments. 
· Several students said they found the meet- . 
ing helpful, and Fuller said another meeting 
may be scheduled next semester. 
He encouraged students to visit the ITS · 
Web site, www.ithacaedu/computing, for in-
formation and updates on Internet service and 
virus protection. 
Students may also visit the ResNet Web 
site at www.ithaca.edu/computing/resnet, 
which offers a link to ITS 's recommended, 
computer security provider. 
a new leadership opportunity 
this ~ewly created position offers a unique 
opportunity for a currentfreshman or sophomore · 
. • ' Be'' fu)l_vofutg, member on the Alumni 
Association Board of Directors 
~• The Studerit Director_is responsible for. 
providing tbttBoard first ... hand lcnowledge . 
6n student~ncems and issues · 
· • Parlieipat._ i~ board comtnitt~es and serve 
· . _as_ AAB.D, Iiaiso~ to the.studenfbody 
· The Alumni :Associq,tion IJ<K1:rd ofD.irec.tors~ is an 
advisory- body tbQ.t helps develop _and--support 
progranis which bring alumni closer to the 
· ·: College a7.td to ~ach other. :· . _ 
Applications are avail•ble In the 
·~:. Offiee-ofAlmnni Relations 
Qv.~stions?, Call 274-3194 ·, 
· ~ ·for Graham Stewart, 
• w~ .. 
. Director of AIUhUli Relations 
,. 
f 
I 
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Int\CA COLLEGE" 
WINTER SESSION C...--.-. ~ ntf'ii-" 
JANUARY 5-16, 2004 
CATCH UP, MAKE UP, GET AHEAD! 
. . 
WINTER SESSION COURSE· SCHEDULE 
222-20000-75 Practicum in Film Festivals (LA) .................... .3 credits ............. Patty Zimmermann 
310-10100-75 U.S. Politics (LA) ............................................ .3 credits ............. Tom Shevory 
662-22700-75 Stress: Its Nature ·and Management (LA) ..... .3 credits ............. Deborah Wuest 
665-51700-7 5 Stress Management (graduate-level) ............. .3 credits ............. Deborah Wuest 
887-20300-75 Legal Envir~nment of Business (NLA) ..... ; .... .3 credits ............. Gwen Seaquist 
, 7 5 Fieldwork in Clinical Exercise 
, ' 
,, /, ience I (NLA) .............................................. .1 credit ............. Gary Sforzo/Frank Micale 
·, 
1
\ _ , lry arrangement_ 
Cl\ • ~ • ,, : ' -J : ) •,,,., "' . I'!) ' . •.._ . 
·~ 'i~d\tork in Clinical Exercise . . , ,:-. . :- - -ls ,-, ' · ,·~ · }:i --·· ·:' -- •1 · 
~ cience II (NLA) ..... :.-... ~ ................................ -... i' credit ............... Gary Sforzo/Frank Micale 
_,,, 1 ,~-~ --•i~; - · · · ':" by.arrangemeJZ.t · · · 
<. w ' '_ ,._,,,. --· ,'•.;,:,,~ . ,. 1, . l 
~?"' ·,~~ . ..... .............. ) . ' :-1- ~ - ' .~ 
661-24700-75 Advanced Prevention and.Care of "· · 
Athl~tic Injuri~s -~itid"Illn¢sses (NLA) ........ , .... .3 credit; ········~···Michael Matheny 
663-42100-75 ·A.dva~~ed Study in. Exercise Physiology (LA) 3 credits · ........ ~ .•. Betsy Keller 
667-39902-75 The History of8ase~_a1Lin America: .............. .3 cre~ts_.~.~ .. ~.-;~ ... Buckley Briggs, 
Labor, ·Management; and the American ~me (LA) 
Classroom course;s_me~·r ~onday thl'.ough Frid~y,January 5-16, 8:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m . ... · 
' ' '."'-/ ; .{{.\\ 
~. • ·'\ l 
~ 
,; ~ 
I~ 
:' ¾,.,;; ,.,,.,. 
~-- . . 
Registration is in-person in the -Division of Continuing Ed~cation ~d Summer st . , 
120 Towers Concourse. (Sorry, onlit).e registration is' not available for winter sessid .. /"', 
I' 
.-: ··v;. 
y 
Payment is due at the time of registration. Tuition is $696 per credit hour. Note ~ .. • · , ~r:,: 
se~s.ion COUrsC;S are nO~ part of the full or spring semester and are not covered m 2:!r:: : e '" . ii . .. ,►~ 
tuttton payments for either semester. _ . \ . '!-t~1 \j a,,_~ "· 
Registration is open to both matricula~echmd extramural students and is on a first-come, \r 
first-served basis. All courses have limited enrollments. 
For more information contact ~~ continuing education office, 2 7 4-314 3, rpelletier@ithaca.edu, 
120 Towers Concourse (across-from B.J.'s). 
/ 
REGISTRATION -DEADLINE 
DECEMBER 17; 2003. ITHACA 
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Nov.2 
• Unlawful possession/marijuana 
Location: L-lot 
Summary: Officer issued a person an 
appearance ticket1or Ithaca Town Court for 
unlawful possession of marijuana. Officer 
also restricted person from campus. An 
ambulance transported person to Cayuga 
Medical Center for intoxication. Patrol 
Officer Erik Merlin. 
• Criminal mischief 
Location: Terrace 12 
Summary: Officer reported unknown per-
sons damaged a wall. Pending investiga-
tion. Patrol Officer Erik Merlin. 
• Criminal mischief 
Location: L-lot 
Summary: Officer reported unknown per-
sons damaged a parked vehicle. Pending 
investigation. Patrol Officer Terry O'Pray. 
• Criminal mischief 
Location: M-lot 
Summary: Officer reported unknown persons 
damaged two parked vehicles. Pending 
investigation. Patrol Officer Donald Lyke. 
• Criminal mischief 
Location: Terrace 6 
Summary: Caller reported unknown per-
sons damaged bathroom tiles. Pending 
investigation. Patrol Officer Terry O'Pray. 
• Medical assist 
Location: Yavits Field 
Summary: Caller reported a football player 
sustained an injury to the nose. Medical - · 
assistance declined. Patrol Officer Donald 
Lyke. ' -
Nov.3 
• Criminal mischief 
. Location: Whalen Center for Music 
gation. Patrol Officer Justin Benson. 
• Theft of services· 
Location: West Tower 
-
Summary: Caller reported two rooms shar-
ing TV-cable. Two students judicially 
referred for theft of services. Patrol Officer 
Justin Benson. 
• Aggravated harassment 
Location: Job Hall 
Summary: Caller reported unknown per-
sons made an obscene phone call. Pending 
investigation. Sgt. Keith Lee. 
• Accidental property damage 
Location: Unknown 
Summary: Caller reported damage to a col-
lege vehicle. Pending investigation. Patrol 
Officer Richard Curtiss. 
• Medical assist 
Location: Williams Hall 
Summary: Caller reported a person had 
passed out. Medical assistance from ambu~ 
lance crew was declined. Environmental 
Health and Safety Officer Doug Gordner. 
• Fire alarm 
Location: Muller Faculty Center 
Summary: Fire alarm caused for unknown 
reason. System reset. Environmental 
Health and Safety Officer Enoch Perkins. 
• V& T violation/leaving the scene 
Location: L-lot 
Summary: Caller reported unknown vehicle 
damaged a parked car. P~nding investiga-
tion. Patrol Officer William Kerry. 
• Fire alarm 
Location: Garden Apartment 27 
Summary: Caller reported a fire that had 
been put out. Environmental Health and 
Safety Officer, Ithaca Fire Department and 
maintenance inspected the area. No further 
action was needed. Environmental Health 
and Safety Officer Enoch Perkins. 
• Medical assist 
Location: Hill Center 
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Nov. 2-10 
Summary: Caller reported a basketball 
player: had sustained a nose injury. Officer 
transported the student to the Health 
Center. Patrol Officer Bruce Holmstock. 
. . 
• Foilow-up investigation 
Location: Public Safety 
Summary: Officer interviewed a person 
regarding the· possession of stolen proper-
ty used on Oct. 31 in 0-lot. One student 
judicially referred for assisting another to 
violate college provisions. Sgt. Ronald 
Hart. 
Nov.4 
• Unlawful possession/marijuana 
Location: Rowland Hall 
Summary: Two students judicially referred 
for possession of marijuana and parapher-
nalia·. Patrol Officer Donald Lyke. 
• Conduct code viola,tion 
Location: J-lot 
Summary: Caller reported vehicle had been 
driven the wrong way down a one-way 
street and a verbal argument ensued. One 
student judicially referred for harassment. 
Patrol Officer William Kerry. 
Nov.5 _ 
• Found property 
Location: Hill Center 
Summary:·caller found prescription eye-
glasses and turned them in to Public Safety. 
• Suspicious person 
Location: Job Hall 
Summary: Caller reported a suspicious per-
- son. •Officers were unable to locate person. 
Investigator Thomas Dunn. 
• Larceny 
Location: Clarke Hall 
Summary: Caller reported unknown person 
stole c! mini-fridge. Pending investigation. 
• Making graffiti 
Location: Rowland Hall , 
Summary: Caller reported unknown per-
sons wrote a bias-related/ homophobic 
remark. Pending investigation. Patrol 
Officer Bruce Holmstock. 
Nov.6 
• Unlawful possession/marijuana 
Location: East Tower 
Summary: Two students were judicially 
referred for possession of marijuana. Patrol 
Officer Donald Lyke. 
• Criminal mischief 
Location: Bogart Hall 
Summary: Officer reported that unknown 
persons damaged a loc~. Pending investi-
gation. Patrol Officer Donald Lyke. 
• Criminal mischief 
Location: L-lot 
Summary: Caller reported unknown per-
sons damaged a parked vehicle. P~nding 
investigation. Patr.ol Officer Erik Merlin. 
• Follow-up investigation · 
Location: Public Safety 
Summary: Officer arrested one student and 
issued an-appearance ticket for Ithaca 
Town Court for criminal mischief to a parked 
yehicle damaged on Nov. 2 if1 L-lot. Patrol 
Officer Erik Merlin. 
• Criminal mischief 
Location: L-lot 
Summary: Caller reported unknown per-
sons damaged a parked vehicle. Pending 
investigation. Sgt. Frederick Thomas. 
• Conduct code violation 
Location: Lyon Hall 
Summary: Two students judicially referred 
for underage possession of alcohol and 
noise. Security Officer Amy Chilson. 
Nov. 7 
• Criminal mischief 
Location: L-lot 
Summary: Caller reported unknown per-
sons damaged a parked vehicle. Pending 
investigation. Patrol Officer Bruce 
Holmstock. 
• Conduct code violation 
Location: Garden Apartment 27 
Summary: Three students judicially referred 
for noise and.underage possession of alco-
hol. Security Officer Amy Chilson. 
• Criminal mischief 
Location: Terrace 12 
Summary: Caller reported that a student 
had damaged an exit sign. Student judicial-
ly referred. Patrol Officer Lewis. 
• Follow-up investigation 
Location: All other 
Summary: Officer located suspicious per-
son reported on Nov. 5 at Job Hall. Person 
was restricted from campus. Investigator· 
Thomas Dunn. 
• Accidental property damage 
Location: U-lot 
Summary: Caller reported parked vehicle 
was damaged when a cart rolled into it. 
Patrol Officer Bruce Holmstock. 
• Criminal mischief 
Location: College Circle Building 17 
Summary: Caller reported unknown per-
sons stole and smashed pumpkins. 
Pending investigation. Patrol Officer Bruce 
Holmstock. 
• Assist other agency/Tompkins County 
Sheriff's Office 
Location: Route 968 
Summary: 911 center requested assistance· 
for property damage MVA. Officer issued the 
operator of one vehicle a uniform traffic ticket 
for Ithaca Town Court for failure to yield the- · 
right of way. Patrol Officer William Keny. 
Summary: Fire alarm caused by unknown 
persons maliciously activating a pull box. 
The system was reset. Pending investiga-
tion. Environmental Health and Safety 
Officer Enoch Perkins and Patrol Officer 
Bruce Holmstock. 
Nov.a 
• Criminal mischief 
Locatior:t: L-lot 
Summary: Officer reported a person may 
have damaged a parked vehicle. Student 
was judicially referred. Criminal charges 
pending. Security Officer Amy Chilson. 
• Conduct code violation 
Location: West Tower 
Summary: Caller reported an intoxicated 
person had fallen down the stairs. 
Ambulance responded, but medical assis- -
tance was declined. One student judicially 
referred for responsibility of guest. Patrol 
Officer Donald Lyke. 
• Conduct code violation 
Location: West Tower 
Summary: Caller reported intoxicated per-
son. Student judicially referred for irrespon-
sible us~ of alcohol. Patrol Officer Jerry 
· Lewis. 
• Criminal tampering 
Location: Terrace 7 
Summary: Fire alarm caused by unknown 
persons who discharged a fire extinguisher. 
Pending investigation. Patrol Officer Jerry 
Lewis. 
• Criminal mischief 
Location: Emerson Hall 
Summary: Caller'reported unknown persons 
damaged a bulletin board. Pending investiga-
tion. Patrol Officer Richard Curtiss. 
• Larceny . 
Location: Garden Apartment 29 
Summary: Caller reported unknown per-
sons stole a camera lens. Pending investi-
gation. Sgt.Ronald Hart. 
• Conduct code violation 
Location: Farm Road 
Summary: Officer observed three people 
urinating on college property. Three stu-
dents judicially referred for indecent con-
duct. Security Officer Amy Chilson. 
• Unlawful possession/marijuana 
Location: Hilliard Hall · 
Summary: Three students judicially referred 
for possession of marijuana. Sgt Ronald 
Hart. 
Nov.9 
• Falsely reporting incident 
Location: Terrace 6 
Summary: Fire alarm caused by unknown-
persons maliciously activating a pull box. 
The system was reset and investigation is 
pending. Sgt. Ronald Hart. 
• Criminal mischief 
Location: Terrace quad . 
Summary: Officer reported damage to a 
parked vehicle. Pending investigation. Sgt. 
Ronald Hart. 
•-Conduct code violation 
Location: Bogart Hall 
Summary: One student judicially referred 
for underage possession of alcohol. 
Security Officer Amy Chilson. 
• Criminal misc.hief 
Location: Lyon Hall 
Summary: Caller reported unknown per-
sons damaged a sink. P$nding investiga-
tion. Patrol Officer Jerry Lewis. 
-• Criminal mischief 
Location: ··East Tower · 
Summary: Officer reportetl unknown per-
sons damaged a door. Pending investiga-
tion. Patrol Officer Jerry Le s. 
• Criminal mischief 
~ocation: Terrace 8 . . . . . 
~ummary: Officer reported· unknown per-
sons damaged a phone. Pending investiga-
tion. Patrol Officer Jerry Lewis. 
• Larceny 
Location: College Circle Building 16 
Summary: Caller reported theft of a purse. 
Pending investigation. Patrol Officer 
Richard Curtiss: 
Nov.10 
• Found property 
Location: Dillingham Center 
Summary: Officer found a camera and 
turned it over to Office of Public Safety. 
• Criminal mischief 
Location: College _Circle parking lot 
Summary: Caller reported an unknown 
person damaged a parked vehicle. 
Pending investigation. Patrol Officer 
William Kerry. 
• Medical assist 
Location: Dillingham Center 
Summary: Caller reported a person sus-
tained an ankle injury. Officer ~ransported 
the student to the Health Center, Sgt. 
Ronald Hart. 
• Accidental property damage 
Location: All other/Philadelphia, Pa. 
Summary: Caller'reported a two-car prop-
erty damage MVAinvolving a college vehi-
cle. Patrol Officer Bruce Holmstock. 
For the" complete Pµblic Safety Log, visit 
www.ithaca.edu/ithacan 
KEY 
· ABC - Alcohol beverage control law 
CMC - Cayuga Medical Center 
DWI - Driving while intoxicated · 
I FD - Ithaca Fire Department 
I PD - Ithaca Police Department 
MVA - Motor vehicle accident 
RA - Resident assistant 
TCSD - Tompkins County Sheriff's 
Department 
V&T - Vehicle and traffic violation 
Quote of the week 
"Faith. Soul. Gratitude. Respect. I just 
want people to come see it and walk 
away inspired to live better." 
- Olivia Chavez '04, Page 14 
Editorials 
Focus on teaching 
TA policy ensures academi.c responsibility 
Faculty Council and the Academic Policy Com-mittee have approved a new policy that clear-ly defines the role of undergraduate teaching as-
sistants in Ithaca College classrooms. 
This comes nearly seven months after the issue was 
first raised at the April 1, 2003, Faculty Council meet-
ing and, if approved by the administration, will take 
effect in Fall 2004. This important policy clarification 
should not have languished in committee for so long. 
The new policy - which will prohibit undergrad-
uate TAs from grading work that requires interpreta-
tion, leading "lectures, demonstrating equipment and 
presenting material students will be graded uport lat-
er - is critical to the broader issue of defining how 
classes should be taught. 
In admission materials, the college states, "While 
some students gain experience leading a review ses-
sion, it will be professors who give the lectures and 
guide the seminar discussions in your classes." 
The college must take responsibility for this 
statement and stay true to its commitment to 
undergraduate teaching. Teaching assistants should 
never be an integral part of the Ithaca experience. 
However, the college cannot cut back on the role 
of TAs until it cuts back on large lecture courses that 
all but require them. . 
The Academic Policy committee should not ap-
prove large, lecture-style courses that provide little 
depth or challenge to students. These classes, which 
lighten professors'-loads; in turn dilute the college's 
acadennc environment. Courses that rely on Scant-
ron bubble sheets and TAs, instead of small-group 
discussion and critical thinking, should not be part 
of the Ithaca College curriculum. : 
Increase selectivity 
Enrollment must remain stable in future 
After much hard work and planning by Ithaca Col-
lege's Office of Enrollment Planning and the adminis-
tration, the college's enrollment seems to have stabilized. 
Three years of overenrollment from 1999 to 2001 
are now nearly a distant memory. While the extra 
students created a welcome budget surplus for the 
college during uncertain financial times, overenroll-
ment weakens the foundations of the institution and 
should be avoided in the future. 
In a conscious and successful effort to recruit stu-
dents, Ithaca College has grown steadily. However, 
more growth, which could be a quick fix for finan-
cial woes, would not be beneficial. The college should 
take advantage of the record interest it is experienc-
ing and increase its selectivity, not .class size. 
Raising the academic profile of incoming students 
can only increase the quality of the institution, its aca-
demic pursuits and the marketability of its graduates. 
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Mdual in relation 
dety. now pa1s In you 
YI. With your Ulldent 
Serino earned honor 
I was delighted to see ·in the Nov . 
13 Ithacan that Michael Serino has 
won the College Media Advisers' ad-
viser of the year award. As a longtime 
editor and Ithaca College employee, 
I can attest-to Th_e lthacan's dramat-
ic improvement in quality since he 
took over as adviser. Michael's com-
mitment to teaching, his dedication to 
the job and his qwn professional ex-
perience have all contributed to 
bringing the paper to a higher level of 
national prominence. It's therefore 
only fitting that his efforts have in tum 
been nationally recognized. 
MARINA B. TODD 
Director of Creative Services 
People just don't care 
This weekend many of us watched 
the Cortaca Jug in Butterfield Stadium 
with a beautiful view of the lake. The 
ICES Green Team however, had a dif-
ferent view of things. We spent Satur-
day and Sunday ankle deep in used hot 
dog boats; aluminum cans, plastic 
bottles and stale beer. We were picking 
up the trash left behind by all who at-
tended, a job usually done by the IC 
Grounds Crew. You know, the hard-
working staff that spends every day and 
many overtime hours, cleaning up af-
ter us to keep this place clean. Having 
student volunteers • help out after 
games saves the college a few hundred 
dollars in overtime pay. 
At what point did we lose the abil-
ity to pick up after ourselves? We are 
at an institution of higher learning and 
yet we cannot seem to realize that we 
are responsible for our own messes! 
Letters 
There were ample trash bins Topics of discussion include media 
provided and it only takes a few literacy; environmental activism, bu-
. seconds to walk to the bin and drop the man rights, civic duties and con.u~m-
trash. It was disgusting to see that there porary feminism. As for the enter-
was more trash on the ground than in tainment factor, the night will end with 
these bins. This apathy towards our a dance party! This event is an excit-
community that was shown by those ing possibility to build bridges be-
who attended the-game i&ial\i-accurate tween -s~nt orgaai2ati9Bs· 1lJld in-
reflection of our wasteful society. I find dividuals at Ithaca College, many of 
it appalling that PEOPLE JUST whom have already demonstrated 
DON't CARE. We have to rid their desire to become active, engaged 
ourselves of self-absorption and and informed. 
realize that our actions have impacts We hope that you will join us and 
on others. I would like to extend take this opportunity to voice your opin-
my deepest gratitude to the ions, meet others, learn and discover 
Grounds Crew. I appreciate your how each of.us can be an activist in our 
hard work. · own way. 
ALYSON FOLLENIUS '04 
But they really should 
Early this fall, activist Paul Loeb 
spoke on campus as part of the· "En-
gaging Democracy and Troubling the 
Water" series. . 
In his book, "Soul of a Citzen," Loeb 
addresses one of the challenges of be-
ing,an activist: "We often don't know 
where to start. Most of us would like 
to see people treated more justly and the 
earth accorded the respect it deserves. 
But we mistrust our own ability to make 
a difference." On that note, we would 
like to invite all of you to Ithaca Col--
lege 's first Student Activism Workshop 
on Dec. 6. 
The event, sponsored-by Students 
for a Just Peace, will take place from 
4 p.m. to midnight in the North 
Foyer, Clark Lounge and M.acDonald 
Lounge of the · Campus Center. 
Throughout the evening, participants 
can attend any number of presenta-
tions, activities and film screenings. 
MATT CORLEY '05 
AUBREY MILLER '05 
BETTY-JEANNE RUETERS-
WARD '04 
KATE SHEPPARD '06 
DAVID STEARNS '07 
MARIA STOJANOVA '04 
SEND A LETTER 
The Ithacan welcomes corre-
spondence from all readers. 
Please include your name, 
phone number, year of grad_ua-
tion and/or your organization-
al or college title/position. 
Letters must be 250 words or 
less and signed and submitted 
in writing or through e-mail 
by Monday at 5 p.m.for publi-
cation. The Ithacan reserves 
the right to edit letters for 
length, clarity and taste. 
Let us know what 
you: th_i n·k. 
E-mail The Ithacan af1thacan@ithaca.edu. 
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Power tends to coITUpt 
even good intentions 
Realist international relations theory and 
J.R.R. Tolkien's "Lord of.the Rings" share a 
concern about the corruptive influence of 
power. Characters such as Gandalf, Elrond, 
and Aragorn recognize that power corrupts 
and then enslaves its users. More important, 
they refuse the ring even under threat of 
attack because they realize that pure 
intentions are not 
enough. They are able 
to imagine that the 
disaster created by the 
combination of their 
good intentions and the 
ring 's power might be 
worse than what the 
malevolence of Mordor 
can generate. As we are 
NAEEM often reminded, the 
INAYATULLAH road to hell is paved 
with good intentions. Guest Writer In a startling bit of 
candor prior to the first Gulf War, George 
Bush made clear that it was not Kuwaiti 
sovereignty but oil, the "lifeblood of our 
economy," that was really at stake. Now, in 
what appears to be a reversal, the regime of 
G~orge W. Bush proclaims that the purpose of 
today's war is to teach Iraq and the Middle 
East how to create democracy. I believe it is a 
mistake to think of this idealism as a mere 
LUCIAN PERKINS/WASHINGTON POST 
TEACHING FROM A POSmON OF POWER ·In Iraq could lead to the corruption of the 
very Ideas that inspired the United States to intervene In the Middle Eastern nation. 
THE ITHACAN 11 
Just a 
Thought 
The '80s are back -
and worse than ever 
While at the mall a couple weeks ago, 
I had a disturbing realization - the '80s 
are back. Plastics and pastels are popping 
up once again, and electric-blue 
eye shadow is being 
sold alongside magenta 
. lipstick. Any day now, 
parachute pants and 
super-teased hair will 
make their way back 
into mainstream trends. 
EMILY 
PAULSEN 
I suppose it's not too 
surpnsmg to see 
fashion from this 
"decadent decade" 
in stores once again. 
Popular trends and 
obsessions seem to 
work on a 20-year retro..,revival 
schedule. Styles from the '50s came 
back in the '70s, as trends from the '60s 
did in the ' 80s. The '90s saw a return to 
bellbottoms, beads and other fads from 
the '70s. . 
But for some reason, I thought - or 
at least hoped - that the '80s would stay 
cover for oil. Indeed, the purer intentions of teacher, the superpower, the empire - even at 
teaching may be the greater danger. the· cost of their own ~ves. Anticipating such 
The fellowship of the ring fights on two in the past. It seems, however, that we 're 
fronts. It confronts Mordor, but in a manner witnessing a return of not only the 
The problem with the teaching a death, l sometimes think, gives some lives 
imperative is that it usually cannot confront more meaning than all the gifts ef .empire. 
the doubt that teaching may not be pos~ible.' Live free or die, some might say. 
that 9oes not fuel the far greater threat: fashion, but also the politics and 
power itself. Frodo 's mission is nothing less attitudes of that decade. 
than to destroy the ring; he uses power to Tax cuts, missile-defense systems 
Even though empire can bring great things, : But resistance is not the only reason:the 
including-perhaps democraey;its teaching is teaching imperative is so perilous. Teaching 
forat!d.. When others·· are not allowed ·the backed by (super) power can overwhelm the 
undermine power. Do we emulate Frodo in and a focus on faith are once again in 
our daily lives? To what degree does U.S: the political limelight. Reagan's "evil 
foreign policy create a fellowshjp against empire" has been replaced by Bush's 
· )56ssibility of making ·mistakes, they cannot soul of the teacher, the empire builder. If we 
1 learn from their own experience. Too often; ' ; let ourselves; we can'_iinagine that greatness 
the net result of imposed teaching ·is deep causes suffering in the teacher. The greater 
resentment. · the greatness, the more it is imbued with 
_- ill lfu1NarthAm~~:,weoftenundei:es~ emptin'C?ss.· The bigger fh:e •·empire ~d-tlle; 
~._ _ .  tlf dli& ·~ ·- ~ -~ •blmleii 'of1teaclnng, the mm; 
the ring of power? How do we calculate .the "axis of evil," · but morality-based 
benefits of a · lonely empire against those 'of policy-making is still going strong. 
·an international fellowship?. Even as we Interestingly, · Os1mia :tnn Laden and 
applaud Frodo, might it be that we are more Saddam Hussein are once again 
• ; im&?.QJ · are 
: .. ; , '.·· no longer the good guys, as they were 
resentment. It can be so pervasive that people : lonely is the· -~acher. · Pne is indeed the 
sometimes want to destroy the giver, the loneliest number, as Golluni would attest. 
Naeem /nayatullah is an associate professor 20 years ago. 
of politics. E-mail him at naeem@ithaca.edu. Despite the strange return of all 
__________________________ · _ , ____________ ·_,:. _____ __, things '80s, I suspect _that current 
lfli8can , , · ... .Is the ·U~S .. military 
Joquirer 
'' Definitely more harm. 
We're playing big brother · 
country that thinks we have 
\ 
the right and responsibility to 
take care of everyone else -
when really we are getting in 
the way.'' 
-BETH BIERSDORF .'03, 
. MUSIC EDUCATION 
'' .It is doing more.harm than 
good. Since the president 
declared the end of the war, 
too many soldiers have been 
killed, terrorism is still going 
on~ Saddam Hussei~· has not 
yet been captured and still 
has people who support him. 
Too much money is being . 
spent that is -needed ~t l)ome.' , ;.: 
- KWEKU DONKOR '06, · 
PSYCHOLOGY 
· presence in Iraq doing 
more harm or good? 
'' It is good that we're 
there because with great 
power comes great responsi-
bility. We're helping a 
repressed society. Without 
our intervention, Iraqi people 
would be ruled by a radical, 
violent regime that has 
acted upon its anger against 
Americans. , , 
-CRISTINA LOGAN '05,. 
INTERNATIONAL BUS/NESS 
'' It is yet to be seen. and 
we will only know when his-
tory critiques current 
·. events. ,, 
-LARRY WHITNEY '05, 
MUSIC EDUCATION 
• . '-· • t,_ ,.. • ' • • • : _; -: ~· . .. ~ ,. :. . . ~· • .•' • ' ; . ~- . • . ;_ . 
Debates and commentaries will appear on this page weekly. To contribute, please call Opinion Editor Nathan E. ~Ison at 274-3208. 
- designers and trendsetters would claim 
that reemerging '80s fashion has 
nothing to do with reemerging '80s 
politics. Perhaps they're right, but what 
a strange coincidence it is. 
Unlike retro.:.revivals of the past, the 
return of the '80s has been hardly 
noticeable. Perhaps this is because the 
'80s never truly left. Unlike pop-
culture staples of decades past, '80s 
icons like Madonna and "Saved by the 
Bell" have managed to stick around 
and evolve with changing trends. 
Furthermore, thanks to cable TV and 
specialized radio stations, sitcoms like 
"The Facts of Life" and musicians like 
Billy Idol have been frozen in time, 
available to '80s enthusiasts 24 hours a 
day. Perhaps the decade's prominent 
attitudes and politics have been 
looming in the shadows this whole time 
as well. 
After all, the "greed is good" 
mindset that emerged 20 years ago 
is still thriving on many fronts, and 
our tendency toward accumulation 
has hardly subsided. J3ut who really 
needs eight credit · cards or shoes in 
six different shades of pink? Not 
only are glitter and vinyl things 
we could really do without, but 
the general '80s attitude of excess 
is something that would be better off 
left behind. 
Nevertheles designers, manufacturers 
and, coincidentally, politicians are now 
looking to recycle and resell popular 
ideas of the '80s. Unfortunately, few of 
those ideas were good to begin with. 
It's time to take a look at what we're 
doing. Why would we want to resurrect 
the decade that brought us 
Reaganomics and • Iran-Contra, 
enormous bangs and spandex pants? 
Let's leave the '80s in the past. 
Just a 1bought appears in this space 
every week. E-mail Emily Paulsen at 
epaulsel@ithaca.edu. 
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Hot Spot 
Learn how to salsa dance at Common 
Ground's Latin Night. Page 17 
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Programming aimed at college-age viewers distorts social norms 
BY EMILY KEIZER has seen around half a season of ''Road "Reality TV is more addictive than any- television. Kim Gregson, assistant professor 
Staff Writer Rules" episodes. thing else," he said. "I think a lot of people of television-radio, said that the impact of 
"When I tell people what I'm doing and recognize it for being really stupid, but it's television on the lives of college students is 
~t 's 8 p.m. OJ?-.a Tpursday. apd the students . they"~ e one of the characters, I'll be ~e. ~e.ntertaj.ning. R~ality TV is the farthest especially tempered by the invasion of 
gathered in front of the television in the · 'Oh, \vho's that?'" she said. "I just went into thing from reality that you can get, and that's other media, which includes everything from 
Holmes second-floor lounge are waving their this thinking it was so random and it what a lot of college students appreciate." textbooks to MP3s. Unlike adults or 
hands and making shushing noises as their seemed like it would be fun." Other students take their reality television younger children who tend to focus more at-
program, "Friends," begins. By the Though the possibility is slim that sh~ will a lot more seriously. Senior Jaclyn Klausner tentively on the actual programming, college 
flickering light of the television, the actually end up on the show, the process has describes her "Survivor" addiction as the ul- stude!)tS display unique viewing habits. 
group's college-age complexions and· forced Massengale to consider her own timate ritual. "College · students are real media 
stylish clothes don't appear too different from potential television portrayal. · "I'm like the worst - all I do is watch multi-taskers," she said. "You'll be doing in-
those of the characters on the screen. But life ''They only show you what they want to, TV," she joked. "I don't like to watch 'Sur- s_tant messaging and listening to your CDs 
doesn't necessarily imitate art - and, in the and they can shape a character in any way vivor' with anyone else in the room. I have and reading the online paper. Three 
case of reality television, the art may even that they desire," she said. "I'd have some to watch it alone, in silence. That's the rea- different kinds of media all at one time, and 
do a sloppier job of imitating real life. control of what I came through to be, but son I wanted cable in my room." none of them is getting your full attention." 
Cynthia Scheibe, associate professor of I think I'd be filtered a lot. And that's However, the trend among college stu- Because college-age TV-watchers are a 
psychology and director of the media kind of scary." dents is to use television as a social activi- population that has flown under the radar 
literacy initiative LookSharp, said that TV Redd Tannenbaum, station manager for ty. Group viewings of shows like "Friends" of traditional research and ratings services 
shows offer viewers scripts for their lives, ICTV, agrees that ~uch. filtering can lead to and "ER" have replaced the typical lunch date like Nielsen Media Research, it's difficult 
but the examples of life provided by a mislead.jog de~iction of college life. · as an opportunity to catch up with acquain- to measure the impact of television· on 
prime-time programming are often "There's:a gap·in reality when you look tances' busy lives. Freshman television-ra- students' lives. 
quite odd. at MTV," he said. "I've talked to~ lot of peo- dio major .Kaitlin Hasseler rarely misses the Though Gregson still sees the effects of 
"It doesn't take a lot of research to find pie, and: the biggest c,o~ent I've heard is chance to watcn "Alias" .and "American prime-time phenomena in the sudden 
out that college students are typically por- · .''Where is ·this ·~a#ning? Who does this?' Dreams" with her. friends. · ubiquity of a particular necklace from "Sex 
trayed as partying people who virtually nev-.?:}t'-:&-~!:fl9l ,re~isti,c:"_ "It's more.fun t°'~tc~.~ show with oth- and the qty" or the "Rachel" haircut of 
er study, and who have sex a lot," Schei~ · •~ . · , 4"abnenbauw said J!iat ~ven ICIV is not er peopl~ who are into ii'" 'she ·said. "You can Jennifer Aniston fame, she also r.ecognizes 
pointed out. ''There's somewhat of a self-~k . ·  to .tbf ptll' of ~ty television. He discuss it and talk abouf it. A lot of times not students' awareness that the spring breaks . 
filling.prophecy. 1 think people tend to hfje ..,t1~ :~ ~~ ~1' • · g.." a-~ dating show that all}>( u~ }Y~l~~~H" ~~ -~how regularly, but splashed amlSS MTV are a sharp .departure 
the ~nse that, Saturday night in coll~ge'.''.S~--affi~jt" ·- .1;., -~"}f , .. w rave reviews we'll -wa~H.,ttogether at night just because from th~ ·'average vacation. . . · :· . -.f . 
you, re supposed to party." ;, ' ~ i~f""."i\.:-,,frQii.:" cipanf,s!.'- - as its viewers. As it 's1l ·w~ tl hng out "~ '"-~ -m~ia effect is moderated by" what,'1 
Scheibe points out that college;~~ffi:?-_~'.~t~~ ~t·P g ·seems to top "real" :.~:~ tt~~g! frie~4~' ;are n<?t . the only we knij~ -~ady," she:S}tld: ;:llj :,tbe)-c~j(\ 
ac~y • .watch a ~ot-Iess ~ ev.isi'?ll~~~-~~J i~ ··· · · ·' · . .,, -~,: things that '(tistracN:qU~esfu "·"1Mrom:tie¾~ ave~ ~ ·~f. ,:/:k;:;'.{: 
schoolets and older adulfs.:B~~~~M _-:~~, i ,· ,. : {{':\:\' 7 ' , ' ; :•·,,··_:c·;:.>~ :: . ;,;/ ~~~\~- '. '':}:~>-.~1:r}t:tr~I,,·\lf ,.-,:, :-};:j:~: . ~ :, ,,.;'.0.' ' ) ·-~::/:i:~ 
television -ann :umulativ:e~:~aru1~::lS- -~~: of ff. 
, .. . ~ _ '.. • ,,.;. • •' ........ ~ ! .- .. z-..,:,::,, ,...,....--,. ,·,,-.. ··· ;~:•~;,.,;;,;.--;-,~. 
media satunifion ··can be Jfifltcu~ ·to i~ol!:,>·-:3f • 
·~Part-of it is,wbat:we',.cjlll ttdtb~tiV;~~;~~--> 
liefs," she said. "'The·more yog·are-~exposecf ;· 
to seeing.a world in which there is.a lot :of.., . 
something, the more you~ome to beli~ve -~ 
it's true of the real world." · · · · · · ,,. 
Arianne Massengale, .a sophomQre orga-
nizational communication, learning and de-
sign major, is experiencing first-hand the rig-
orous selection process that creates the slice 
of "reality" on MTV's "Real World" and 
"Road Rules" series. She recently.made the 
second cut in the series' application 
process. 
Though Massengale had toyed with the 
idea of applying for a while before putting 
together the IO-minute application video, she 
is not the gung-ho Carson Daly fan that some 
see as the stereotypical "Road Rules" can-
didate. Because she didn't grow up with ca-
ble TV, she only occasionally caught MTV 
shows at friends' houses and estimates she 
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·Accent 
On 
KEITH GRIEGER 
CINEMA & PHOTO 
2006 
Hometown: Yonkers, N.Y. 
When are you going to start 
your holiday shopping? 
I already started buying · 
myself what I wanted. 
How much money have • 
you had to pay for parking 
tickets this semester? • 
Twenty dollars. I was really 
pissed about that! 
What television show are 
you addicted to this 
season? 
I haven't been addicted to any 
television show this season. 
Sorry, no cable. 
H you had to eat one dining 
hall staple for the rest of 
your llfe, what would It be? 
Cheese. You can never go 
wrong with cheese. 
What are you most 
thankful for? 
The·M & M.in Syracusa. 
•·.·. ' ·._•, :, ,:.' ,· · -,.· _ _ 
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Painting project promotes unity 
BY LISSA TWICHELL 
Contributing Writer 
The rain is drizzling off the roof 
of the Dillingham Center, the air 
carries a chill and it's just after 9 
a.m. - before rriost college stu-
dents stir from their beds. 
. Nevertheless, two students have 
already met Native American artist 
Eli Thomas in Hoerner Theater. They 
stand before five sheets of primer-
coated plywood, listening intently to 
Thomas' instructions on how to trans-
form the blank white surfaces into a 
mural that will roam the Ithaca area. 
It was early October when the stu-
dents first got together with Jack 
Rossen, assistant professor of an-
thropology, to plan the multicultur-
al mural that was painted this week. 
The timing of the project is not 
accidental. Rossen said the college 
is preparing to add a minor in Na-
tive American studies to its pro-
gram, and November is Native 
American History Month. 
Rossen said he hopes students 
will learn from the experience of 
working with a talented Native 
American artist. Regardless of 
artistic ability, all students were wel-
come to participate. 
"For me, the really jmportant 
part is the process of making the 
mural," he said. 
At the final planning meeting last 
Friday, the loose-knit group's dis-
cussion turned to the underlying 
meaning of the mural's design and 
what the students saw-as a theme. 
"How would you like to be a part 
of the picture?" Thomas asked. 
Olivia Chavez, a senior occu-
pational thenipy major, had been 
looking 1hrough quotations as a po-
tential way to- add to the mura1. 
"The ones that I gravitated 
towards were the ones that just were 
about values that were common to 
everyone," she said. "Faith. Soul. 
Gratitude. Respect. I just want 
people to come see it and walk 
away inspired to live better." 
Though the students expressed 
ideas that varied widely, most of their 
suggestions had a common thread of 
unity and optimism. They empha-
sized creativity, connection through 
nature, peace and compassion. 
Thomas allowed the students' di-
versity to drive the group's vision. 
"Art itself is a universal message 
that breaks down all kinds of bar-
riers," Thomas said. 
He said his own inspiration 
came from his experience with the 
Finger Lakes region. He grew up in 
Onandaga Nation territory, on a reser-
vation four miles south of Syracuse. 
He has been drawing since he was 
four years old. 
"Buttermilk Falls, Ithaca Col-
lege, the fields in this area -
they're all here," he said. "But we 
are interpreting these things." 
On the morning of Nov. 17, 
these ideas and themes were ready 
to be laid down in paint. 
"We're going to set everything 
down in shapes," Thomas said. "You 
know, the shape of the land, the shape 
of the tree, the shape of the sky." 
At 10:20 a.m. the only paint on 
the plywood was primer and three 
dots of white that corresponded to 
points marked on a drawn-to-
scale pencil sketch of the design. 
By noon, hills had filled the hori-
zon and a huge tree had grown in a 
foreground of grassy earth. A river 
formed down the opposite side of the 
mural beside a fire, and a moon. hung 
in the sky while the landscape fad-
LAUREN SPITZ/THE ITHACAN 
A VISION COMES to life. Clockwise from the top Native American artist 
Eli Thomas and sophomore Rosie Yurick, seniors Jessica Pagan and 
Olivia Chevez and sophomore Rac_hael Goldstein paint a mural. 
ed into the cool-colored night. 
Thomas stood in painting 
clothes, brown hiking boots, old jeans 
and a black T-shirt, his hair tied back, 
as he studied the evolving picture. 
"We've got the base now," he 
said as he surveyed the mural. ''The 
imagery will just come forth." 
This is not the first time 
Thomas and Rossen have worked 
. together. The men have been 
acquainted for several years 
through programs . • such as the 
SHARE farm and a Native Amer-
. ican festival at Wells College that 
. is co-sponsored.by Ithaca College. 
IJ:haca College's Qffice of Multi-
cultural Affairs; the Center for the 
Study of Culture, Race and Ethnic-
ity; the Diversity Awareness Com-
mittee and the Department of 
Anthropology sponsored the mural. 
Rossen said the college has been 
interested in pursuing a mural pro-
ject ever since Thomas participated 
in a mural at Colgate University. 
"We thought we'd do it and add 
a new twist to it," Rossen said. The 
twist is that, unlike the wall mural at 
Colgate, this mural will be mobile c7"° 
travel plans are already being made. 
"Home base will be right here at 
the college, and it will go wherever 
people want to_see it," said Rossen. 
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Seeing double 
Brothers live, work and play together 
BY DAVID FERGUSON 
Contributing Writer 
The desire to entertain has always been 
strong for seniors Nick and Chris Staron. 
In high school, they put their passion for 
acting for friends and family into a school tele-
vision program called the "Thursday Show." 
Plots included the story of a superhero, who 
helped students get to their crowded lockers, 
and the joys of "synchronized bowling." 
Assembling a weekly television show with 
minimal equipment was never easy for the 
pair, but the smiling identical siblings always 
found a way to pull together. 
"It was really Podunk, but it was also 
really awesome," Chris said. "We did like 
forty episodes in one year." 
The ambitious brothers have been using 
their close relationship to put ideas to screens 
ever since as film majors at lthflca College. 
tioned, tons of individual donors, and local 
businesses," said Chris. 
The film's star was carefully cast as well 
- an 8- or 9-foot elephant, dep!;!nding on 
which brother gives the description. 
"Actually, the easiest part was getting the 
elephant," Nick explained. "We exchanged 
use of a 9-foot elephant for a five-minute pro-
motional video, which the company ended 
up paying us for anyway." 
Already having shown a rough cut of the 
film at a San Francisco film festival, Nick and 
Chris plan to screen the finished product for 
the residents of Medina in a local movie 
theatre owned by their church. They have 
begun selling "The Elephant" T-shirts 
around campus, and they are awaiting 
a broadcast of the film on a Puerto Rican tele-
vision station. 
THE ITHACAN 1 5 .> -
The Starons' collective resolve was test-
ed this year as the twins produced their 20-
minute senior film about tolerance, commu-
nity and sin. "The Elephant" was a collabo-
rative effort, with both brothers taking on key 
production roles. 
The Starons' cooperative efforts have not 
been limited to film endeavors. Nick and 
Chris realized after their freshman year that 
it might be best to pool their resources on a 
variety of other fronts. 
For example, they share food and living 
costs. The brothers have similar standards of 
cleanliness and a tendency to side with each 
other, so they have found it convenient to live 
together, even into their senior year. 
LAUREN SPITZ/THE ITHACAN 
DYNAMIC DUO, Nick, left, and Chris Staron, both Cinema and Photography majors, 
horse around in one of the television studios in the Park School of Communications. 
"He tends to take more of the director's 
role, and I do a lot of the cinematography," 
said Nick. "Although we can switch off at 
any time." 
The movie will not make its official de-
but until Dec. 13 at the senior film screen-
ing, but Nick and Chris have already gener-
ated attention for their work. 
The entire film was shot this summer-in 
their hometown of Medina, Ohio, where the 
brothers managed to find a cast and funding 
far,their $6,200 project. 
_ "We had well over a hundred people 
involved with the making of the film, 
including 80 extras, 108 people who audi-
"It was very difficult when we had other 
roommates," said Chris. "We would always 
have the majority whenever there was a vote, 
and it was two against one on everything." 
They also introduce ~ach other to new 
friends and take advantage of cases of 
mistaken identity fo · double their friend 
total. Dave Hopping, adviser of the campus 
organization Students for Christ, said the 
Starons have a knack for creating social 
networks. Hopping ·has witnessed their so-
ciability at weekly club meetings. 
"They have these Palm Pilots, and they 
input all the information that they've 
learned from a conversation with someone," 
Hopping said. "When they see that person 
again, they just look it up, and they can 
carry on and build a relationship." 
Unlike their movies, the Staron brothers' 
lives feature little drama considering all of 
the work they have done together. Of 
course, there are challenges to any sibling re-
lationship, especially when that sibling 
shares an appearance, a family, a wardrobe 
and even an apartment. 
"The only thing that ticks me off with liv-
ing with him is that he plays his music mu~h 
louder than I do," said Nick, as he laughed 
at his brother. 
Even as they take the next step in their 
fraternal journey, they plan to make their 
way together. 
Both are on schedule for an early 
graduation this December and have distant 
aspirations of their own production 
company. They have already made business 
cards for their current two-man crew, 
Glowing Nose Productions. But, they are 
prepared to leave their shared apartment this 
winter to find work. 
As Chris considered the idea of moving 
west, Nick said, "I imagine there will be a 
split at some point just for a little while, but 
I have a feeling that we'll be together at least 
on some level." 
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Museum inspires. inside and out 
BY STACEY COBURN 
Assistant Accent Editor 
Angular planes emerge from the 
cavernous walls of an exhibition at 
Cornell's Herbert F. Johnson Muse-
um of Art. The white surfaces are col-
ored like jellybeans - the misty reds, 
pinks, oranges, blues and pwples are 
produced by the lights behind 
corrugated plastic, which appears to 
be held together by black electrical 
tape. Distorted sounds echo 
throughout the installatiori, at once 
evoking the contrasting worlds of ~i-
ence fiction, digital technology and 
natural geological formation. 
"Iron Skies," a walk-in environ-
mental piece of art, is much like the 
museum that hosts it: it is imposing 
from the outside and peaceful and 
welcoming from the inside. Andrea 
Inselmann, the museum's curator for 
modem and contemporary art, said 
that the building's harsh concrete 
right angles on the outside and the 
welcoming open spaces on the inside 
provided inspiration for artist 
Stephen Hendee, who designed the 
installation. 
"I think he really responded to 
that very angular and modernist ar-
chitecture, in this sort of crazy, chaot-
ic way," Inselmann said. . 
FaITied architect I.M. Pei, who also 
designed the Pyramide du Louvre and 
the East Wmg addition to the National 
Gallery in Washington, D.C., designed 
the Johnson Museum in 1973. 
Christine O'Malley, an Ithaca College 
art history assistant professor, said the 
Johnson Museum's architecture is part 
of its attraction. 
"Not only do you get to see art 
REGINA DEMAURO/THE ITHACAN 
"IRON SKIES," a walk-in installation, is currently on display at Cornell's Herbert F. Johnson Museum of Art. · 
that's displayed really well, but you 
also see all of these spectacular 
views because the building is de-
signed to allow people to see the 
natural beauty of the surroundings," 
she said. "Not all architects do that." 
O'Malley sends her students to 
Cornell for writing assignments in 
all of her classes, in hopes that af-
ter being sent there, they will go 
back again once they see what the 
museum has to offer. 
Many Ithaca art history professors 
encourage their students to make the 
treck over to Cornell. Sophomore 
Andrea Adams did not know about 
the museum until she had to write a 
paper on "The Canadian Gold 
Mine," by Phillip Evergood, for her 
Introduction to Art of the Americas 
class. Adams has since visited the 
museum again for the photography 
exhibition by Francesca Woodman 
and a surrealist exhibit, both held last 
month. She also went to see 
Hendee's installation, which will be 
on display until Jan. 4. Adams said 
she thinks the museum has an ap-
proachable atmosphere. 
"At bigger museums, you feel off 
limits a lot more than you do at the 
Johnson Museum," Adams said. 
The Museum's director,. Frank 
Robertson, agreed that the art is 
more easily accessible than at 
other museums. 
"You can go see better works 
and better known works at the Met-
ropolitan Museum of Art, but here 
you can get to know them better 
and come up to them close," 
Robertson said. 
One of the ways the museum al-
lows for students to get to know 
pieces better is by giving access to 
pieces of art that are only on dis-
play by appointment. Back rooms 
contain thousands of prints and art 
pieces. Students can leaf through 
prints by Rembrandt and handle 
pieces of African art. 
Robertson said that the museum 
strives to show art from every major 
culture, time period and medium. The 
museum has a sampling of art from 
Africa, Oceania and Pre-Columbian 
America; American and European art 
from the fifteenth century to present; 
and an extensive collection of Asian 
works ranging from ancient artifacts 
to contemporary art. 
Bill Hast!ngs, an art lecturer at 
Ithaca College, said that students do 
not utilize the museum as much as 
they should. Hastings said he 
recommended that students in his 
Introduction to Sculpture class, 
who just completed a project using 
cardboard planes to build structures, 
visit "Iron Skies," but due to 
limited parlcing, traveling issues and 
time constraints, students rarely go 
unless they are required to. 
"They're bringing top shelf, 
worldly art to our little communi-
ty in upstate New York," Hastings 
said. "That's quite an opportunity." 
Jessica Evett-Miller, the assistant 
coordinator for university pro-
grams at the museum, said she tries 
to promote awareness by organizing 
public events, targeting student 
groups, talking with resident 
assistants and contacting profes-
sors. The museum will hold a day 
targeted at bringing Ithaca College 
students to ·the museum in April. 
Evett-Miller, who graduated 
from Cornell in 2000, said she 
wishes she went more as a student. 
"It's just a vibrant, exciting place 
to be, and sometimes from the out-
side of the building, it doesn't seem 
that way," Miller said. "It's a fantas-
tic building, but from the outside it 
is rather imposing. All you need to 
do is go inside to see that exciting 
things are happening in here." 
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It's Time To Take A 
ROAD TRIP 
To The Real World! 
Career Services 
and the 
Eastern Association of Colleges and Employers 
invite you to visit with employers and learn first-hand about their 
field, do some networking, and explore internship 
and job opportunities! All site visits occur over Winter Break. 
Participants Include: 
• Harvard University • Boston Police Department 
• NVR, Inc • Mix 98.5 -WBMX 
• WITF, Inc. 
• Rodale Inc. 
• L'Oreal 
• Pearson Education 
• Cherry Lane Music 
• National Security Agency 
• Paramount Cards 
• QVC~ Inc. 
• The Philadelphia Zoo 
• Cendant Mortgage 
• Museum of Science 
For More Informtion Visit: 
http:/ / 1v11-·111• eace. orglnetworks/liberalarts/Studentinfo. html 
TIiis guy had the ~ht. · he~ already donated to~ Strare the 
wannth ·C&mPcl~! -:Helpthose who might not haVe wamldothing 
this winter season bV donating what you dont need. 
As you are home over 
ThanksgMng Break ? 
sorting through all 
those warm clothes 
to bring back, 
remember to grab 
that item you no 
longer wear and 
donate it to this 
great cause! 
Where: Donation Bins will be located in the 
campus center Lobby, Muller center, CHS, 
the Student Activities Center, Park Lobby, 
the Music School, Laundrv rooms in the 
Terraces/Towers/Gardens/Circles and TV 
Lounges in Quads/Emerson. 
When: Bins will be available from 
November 17th to December 5th, last 
collection at 3pm pn the 5th. 
For more information contact the 
community service Program at 
volunteer@ithaca.edu or 274-1380. 
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MOVING TO THE MUSIC, Cornell students Figen Ergun, left, and Todd Humphreys 
join the dancing crowd at Common Ground's Latin Night Tuesday. 
Hips and salsa 
Latin dance sparks interest in Ithaca 
BY WENDI DOWST 
Senior Writer 
At Common Ground's Latin Night Tues-
. day, colored and strobe lights flashed. Some 
couples salsa danced with a step forward and 
a step back. Some danced the meringue, ate.ch-
nically simple, but sexy two-step. 
Some wore jeans. A few couples dressed 
up - dresses and black pants. About a quar-
ter of the dancers were student-age and near-
ly as many had white hair. A few spoke Span-
ish better than English. 
The floor cleared each tiine the music 
stopped, so the dancers could get water, a new 
partner and the rhythm of the next number. 
By 12:30 there were still 30 people on the 
floor. The last couples only stopped dancing 
when the D.J. turned the music off around 
1 :30 a.m. That was when I left the floor with 
Victor Jorrin. 
His dancing was refined with controlled and 
exact moves. He had short salt and pepper hair 
and wore black dance shoes and a blue sweater 
vest over a dark, button-up shirt and slacks. 
Jorrin said that Latin dancing is a con-
versation. Without words dancers develop 
their own "vocabulary." 
"If your partner says hello, you say hello. 
If they say hello_ and hello and hello you ~ow 
that conversation has not been developed," he 
said ''It's an opportunity to go deeper, to ask, : 
'what are you going to show me, what can I 
show you ·and h<>,w can we relater·· . 
He walked towar~fme andpUt_ out Ins hari4 .. 
"Show me·wha(:you can do," he s9~., 
"Umni ... sals'a?" I answered.' ' I ! • 
He laughed agd started the te,npo. I'm 
afrai~i'our "conversatiori" that ~ht was a bit 
one-sided. · 
Every few minut~s he would make a 
recommendation, "Don't mash potato your 
feet." 
After each command he would congrat-
ulate me, "Great. I knew there was-fire there. 
Did yoff know it?" 
I thanked him after the first song, but he con-
'tinued, "Your hips are one continuous motion." 
He smiled when I stepped on the wrong 
foot, which was sometimes his foot. 
"It's sweet but don't lose your concen-
tration," he said. "Your left side and my right 
side are always the same." 
Chanting the rhythm frequently, he sang 
with the song. After a number of songs he said, 
"You don't give up easily? Neither do I." 
When they shut the music off he looked 
up at the DJ booth as if to say "what, all 
over?" and I went to look for water. 
Jorrin has been teaching dance for eight 
years and four of those years at the Ithaca 
Community School of Music and Art. He is 
currently giving private lessons. 
He learned Latin dance growing up in 
New York City because his ballet-dancing sis-
ter insisted that he had to know how to dance 
if he was going to hang out with her friends. 
Jorrin said that salsa music has roots in 
Cuba, but was developed and named in New 
York City. 
The owner of Common Ground, Doug 
Miller, said the club started holding salsa 
dances years ago with Jorrin teaching. 
Miller said since then the numbers of people 
at salsa night have kept increasing. 
"We used to have swing dances and tan-
go nights , but salsa is the only one that is still 
popular," he said. 
Now Nadim Catal teaches beginning and 
intermediate salsa and rueda classes before 
the Tuesday night Latin dances at 10 p.m. 
"It's a fun night because it's different from 
any other night," Miller said. "It's the only night 
we play that music and the-people that come 
on that night rarely come at any other time." 
Senior Clarissa Brundage comes almost 
every week. Brundage works at Creative 
Catering and picked up Latin dancing from 
her co-workers there. 
"After we were finished with work, a co-
worker, Juan, invited me to dance and I 
haven't stopped since." 
Many of the people who dance at Com-
mon Ground also showed up at a Latin dance 
at Wownet last week. Kutt Lichtmann and 
Jska Ziver are the co-founders of Ithaca So-
bal Dance; a group that began · holding 
monthly dances last year. The events alter- . 
nate between Latiri dancing and mixed · so-
-Ci~ dances, usually at Wownet. · 
Lichtmann is a DJ and dance instructor. 
He teaches ballroom and swing at Cornell. 
"It's a cold time," he said. "People need 
something hot." 
Ljchtrnann said he started out as a swing 
dance enthusiast, but then he started watch-
ing-dancers at Common Ground. 
"Meringue music turned me on," he said. 
"It's the disco of Latin dancing." 
He said Latin <lance's popularity has def-
initely increased in the area. 
"We had over 50 people for just the les-
son ~ I was shocked," he said. "There was 
a dance at Creative Catering the same night. 
Those people who just can 't get enough came 
to our dance after -that one." 
Senior Michelle Smith got into Latin danc-
ing when she studied abroad in Argentina and 
Cuba. 
"I started listening to Latin music to prac-
tice Spanish·," she said. "When you listen to 
it, you can't help but dance." 
-- I 
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Back 
Beat 
Jay '/1s dramatic exit 
demands an encore 
I'll be frank: Jay-Z is one of America's 
most vital and exciting artists. Not rappers 
or singers or musicians. Artists. Pardon the 
hyperbole, but despite the bling, the 
sophomoric name and the 
sprightly singles, the dude is 
a poet. So Friday, the day his 
final album, 'The Black Al-
bum" was released, was 
a sad day. 
· Jay's plans for the 
release were grand-
iose and ingenious. It 
was set to be released 
on Nov: 28, Black 
Friday - the day af-
ter Thanksgiving, the 
SEAN craziest shopping day 
FENNESSEY of the year - along 
with the release of his 
autobiography, "The Black Book." 
As for the music, he planned on using 
12 different producers, one for each song. 
The best in the game were set to man the 
boards for the album. Names like Dr. Dre, 
DJ Premier and the Neptunes were tossed 
out immediately. He would use these pro-
ducers to create a "prequel" to his debut, 
the classic "Reasonable Doubt." This has 
never been done before. The album 
would have no artwork, just a sheer black 
jewel case. There would be no singles or 
videos, just raw hip-hop. It sounded like a 
magnum opus of serious proportions. 
Well, needless to say, his plan has gone 
to hell. As the wise man says, the streets 
can't wait. So when the album leaked to 
the Internet last week, his label, Roc-A-
Fella Records, was forced to push up the 
release two weeks to Nov. 14. 
Tums outtbere are 141raelcs on the al- ' 
bum, Dre and Premier are nowhere to be 
found and the Neptunes got two songs 
rather than one. Two unknown producers 
also contribute songs. The release date for 
his book is now unknown. He did stick with 
the black jewel case, but there's a single 
and a video called "Change Clothes" all 
over the radio and MTV right now. 
As for that whole prequel concept, well, 
the shiny tinkling of the first single pretty 
much puts the kibosh on that stark, serious 
vision. So clearly things have gone awry. 
You wouldn't know it when you hear · 
"The Black Album" though. The album is 
brilliant, so it's odd that he's leaving now. 
Artists or athletes or even accountants don't 
do this. Rarely does anyone walk away at 
the top of their game. Trust me, Jay is still 
spitting fire. Even Michael Jordan made two 
different comebacks, one a thriller, the sec-
ond a damed disappointment. And there are 
a few hints that Jay isn't done with the rap \ 
game, which make his claims of walking 
away appear somewhat dubious. Heck, he 
even references MJ's first comeback on the 
Kanye West-helmed horns-fest "Encore" 
when he declares, "As fate would have it/ 
Jay's status appears to be at an all-time high/ 
perfect time to say goodbye/ when I come 
back like Jordan wearing the 45." 
Sounds like he might be back,. espe-
cially since the reception to the album so 
far has been hearty but net apocalyptic. 
In fact, this is only his third-best album. 
Which makes it impressive but still only 
nipping at the heels of "Reasonable 
Doubt" and 2001 's ''The Blueprint." 
So here's my theory on the self-pro-
claimed "rap W~!!J~uffet:" he's sick of 
being the best Ask most hip-hop heads who 
has ruled the day since B.I.G. and 2Pac 
passed away, nine out of 10 will say Shawn . 
Carter. He's released at least one album for 
seven consecutive years, which is un-
precedented in the disorganized rap 
world So he needs some time off to let peo-
ple forget about him for a minute. He '11 
be back though. Just ask Jordan if the 
great ones die hard. 
Back Beat appears in this space every 
week. E-mail Sean F.ennessey at 
sfennesl@ithaca.edu. 
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Clever cast converts · caf e 
Live 
Theater 
BY EMILY GALLAGHER 
Contributing Writer 
It seemed that something 
was wrong - either a band was 
cal1ed Ma~beth or the location 
was incorrect. But the curtain, 
cauldron . and actors milling 
around Wownet, were indeed 
going to transform the Internet 
cafe into a theater. · 
The unusual location was 
appropriate . for the Black 
Umbrella players. The group has 
sought to bring Shakespearean 
performances to audiences that 
might otherwise be intimidated by 
them since 1997. To achieve this 
accessibility, the group utilizes 
popular public places downtown 
instead of conventional theater 
While several of the actors 
needed to play multiple parts, it 
was easy to distinguish 
between each character because 
of versatile costuming and 
good acting. 
Robert ~Luca portrayed a 
nuanced and energetic Macbeth. 
He brought both the passion and 
emotional vulnerability required 
to understand how a man could be 
a great fighter, as well as a 
whipped husband. His slowly 
spiraling hysteria transformed 
him from a confident and secure 
man into a true monster, and each 
step of the change is noticeable. 
Likewise, the performance of 
Dan Kiely as Macduff literally 
brought tears to some audience 
members' eyes. He exuded the 
pain and desperation of a man 
whose family has been unjustly 
disposed of. At once-the audience 
was able to fee] his utmost despair 
through his sensitive delivery. 
Across the board, the acting 
was passionate and clear. It is 
· spaces. Performances have taken 
place in the summer at locations 
such as The Commons and 
Farmer's Market. However, the 
production of Macbeth felt better 
suited for the dreary cold of an 
COURTESY OF BLACK UMBRELLA PRODUCTIONS rare to find such acting in a 
BLACK UMBRELLA ACTORS, Dan Kiely, as Macbeth, and Judith Shakespearean production at a 
Andrew, as Lady Macbeth, act convincingly and with poise. professional level, let alone in 
community theater. The audience 
swept in from the back, while to be an apt sidekick, and one soon ranged in age from elementary 
those previously · onstage forgot the gender~ discrepancy. school-age children to older 
vanished into the audience. Lady Macbeth, played by Ithaca adults. Steadfast stares and , Ithaca November rather than· a 
warm s.µmmer evening. 
The audience members sat in 
a semicircle around the perfor-
mance space. Despite its location, 
it was , truly a professional 
production. The cast settled in . 
among the audience mem~rs, 
The actors were passionate College music librarian Judith slightly open mouths that let out 
and talented, with • . each Andrew, unfortunately seemed nothing but gasps and sighs 
displaying a keen sense .of . to be affected by the curse of marked the enraptured audi-
character. The three witches, Macbeth - she lost her voice. ence. Uiere was no whispering 
played by Deborah Duncan, The troupe adapted quickly, or side conversation. 
Melissa Mock and S4san . creatively utilizing Maura While Shakespeare may still 
Shrog, were distinctly individual,. . ~teph~ns, a friend of the produc- intitrudate soine_; this.-Jlroduction 
as well as absolutely mania~al- . tion company, to read the lines conununicates just why"1 ,J;i~ is 
They smoothly skittered arid offstag~. while Andrews acted considered a phenomenal' a(!d 
flowed around the stage, utiliz- and lip-synched. This was sur- . univ~rsal playwright. So~-
ing many levels of posture and prisingly effective and only a tad ·. where deep in the gtouqd, 
· sitting beside ·them. This allowed 
for entrances and exits to be made 
from a variety· of spaces and 
created different scenes without 
bac~ , ... ~1.. · 
-. . . -~ -~ ~ e~-~-~ ~-
. Withouta mam curtain to open'· ov.~mJf"e~cipg ,~V~JY.: ~~i;ie , .JljS~~~Andrews proved her Wil~i~_is ,~1PW11~j ~,Ns;~ ,x_e. they ' appd.red 11n ~. Willi V their . - talent ( as' she conveyed the com-: 
haunting and evil presence. plex character of Lady Macbeth_ · Performa~ces will be heJd and close, transitions between 
scenes were done swiftly and 
fluidly - some cast members 
' 
Banquo was cast as a woman,, . almost.entirely through her body . . through Nov. 23. Call 227-7922 
Melanie Uhlir. She Pf9Ved ~If · l~~ge and,facial e~l]l'ession. . for; times and fqcatiQns. :1w/ 
Loon shines at]ast 
Rapper's solo debut has P. IJi4dy's Midas _tpuch 
. . 
·Music 
Review 
BY PAUL GIMELBERG 
Senior Writer 
It's not hard to believe . that Loon's 
past-due and several-times-delayed 
self-titled debut has been one of the.most 
, hyped and immediately successful albums 
of the year. A mixture of love songs, street 
jams and club bangers, his · debut has the 
combination . rieeded to . unlock a perfect 
hip-hop album. · 
In textbook Diddy style, featured guests 
are abundant, but they are a welcome-addi-
tion to Loon's easygoing rap flow. They in-
Music fans know Loon from music elude Missy Elliott, Trina, Kelis and 
videos, concerts and appearances on the nu- Claudette Ortiz from Wyclef Jean's City High. 
merous P._Diddy compilations, including two Although Diddy executive. prod~ces 
of this past year's · this album, he's responsible for the actual 
b·iggest hits, "I Need production of only one track, "Down For 
A Girl Pt. l" and "I Me," the second single. On it, Loon, along 
Need A Girl Pt. 2." with Mario Winans (and Diddy), continues 
What fans don't with the "I Need A Girl" theme when he raps 
know is that this . about the kind of girl he wants and what he 
Bad Boy has been around the _hip-9op scene will do for her. "TJie type ~f!ove that will 
for the past seven· years: He was i_nitiall~-- lam:-forever/ Not a chick that's around for 
signed to Tommy Boy Records as part of a half my chedda," is what he needs this time 
two-man group called · Crime Family. around. · 
Three yeafs'fater, he hooked up with Mase In Bad Boy fashion, Diddy's god-like pres-
and Jermaine Dupri 's So So Def Records, ence is generally uncredited, yet felt and heard 
which put together the Harlem World rap on many of the songs. The mostly'unheard 
collective. of producers who are credited for the work 
What could have been a success quickly on this album do a superb job with the beats 
disappeared off the face of the planet thanks and arrangements. _ 
to Mase 's unexpected, fan-stunning decision Loon, whose voice is reminiscent of 
to become a man· of the cloth. Mase's, has been referred to as the new 
That same year Loon was signed to Clive Mase or Mase 2. He distances himself from 
Davis' Arista Records, but before an album this stigma alongside R&B crooner Carl 
could be released, Clive left to head up J Thomas on the funk-era influenced slow 
Records. After three failed attempts at star- jam, "I'll Be There," when he rhymes, "Now 
dom, Loon had been a victim of bad luck. you could hum all you want to/ Come if you 
Then c;tme Diddy, ·and the tables turned. want to/ But I ain't Mase so run all you want 
And, as we all have come to know, what- to." He continues to fight myths and. un-
ever Diddy touches turns to gold - then knowns about him self on · "You Don't 
multi-platinum. Know." "Harlem my hi,rth place/ I 1;1sed to 
COURTESY OF BAD BOY RCORDS 
STORYBOOK SUCCESS: Loon's long-
awaited album proves his Individual talents. 
run with n-----rs that hurt Mase/ I started 
Harlem World in the first place." One of 
his strongest qualities is his 
unquestionable knack for storytelling, as 
evident on ·"Don't Wanna Die," on which 
he tells three different stories about 
Harlem life. It's not just the content, but also 
the timely delivery in the way he lays down 
the rhymes that showcases his rare skills. 
Loon's pleasant look and self-described 
"pretty-boy" face are unique in a rap game 
full of tough guys thought of by many ladies 
as unattractive. With a smooth and gentle 
voice to match, he sounds more appealing 
than menacing, whether he's rapping about 
grimy violence or making love. 
This lady-killer is one of the few rappers 
who actually attempts to steer clear of the 
stereotypical, yet often true, threats of grit-
ty violence that rap is known for. Instead, 
he concentrates his attention on the ladies, 
especially tho'se who enjoy a mix of R&B 
and hip-hop. Don't worry fellas, this album 
isn't just for the girls. In fact, it provides a 
good break from .the hardcore hip-hop found 
in rap fans' CD changers, and even if you 
don't lik~ ,it, I'm sure you~ lady will. 
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Quirky folk· hits the spot 
Live 
Music 
BY EMILY BROWN 
Accent Editor 
Edie Carey's favorite word is "bajillion." She 
was at a wedding in an old house in Maine, right 
after her heart had been broken into "a bajillion 
pieces," when she wrote "Compromise," the third 
song in her set at Juna's Cafe Saturday night. 
She talked about how she would go upstairs 
into a little room to write her heart out, and then 
go back down and put on a happy face for the 
bridal party. 
"I know it's not healthy, but it's where you get 
the songs," she said, laughing. 
"Compromise" doesn't quite capture the 
dramatic irony of the situation - it talks about 
staring into the soft, sweet, deceptive eyes of a lover 
- but that's what makes Carey worth seeing live: 
the semi-autobiographical songs of the chronical-
ly theatrical folk singer are more meaningful 
after you hear the stories behind them. 
Carey has a swooping singing voice that curls 
around the r's and n's and almost swallows vow-
els whole. She sometimes. sings under her 
breath, only to soar up to a high note, smiling, 
letting the sound resound in her cheekbones -
a pretty pitch that's bright but never piercing. 
She twirls her hair around her finger, admits 
she had to burp during one of the songs, and 
MEGAN MAZELLA/THE ITHACAN 
OPENING WIDE, Edie Carey bares her soul and sings her heart out at Juna's Cafe Saturday. 
claims her guitar is being mean when it pops a After that Carey knocked off a few more folk.-
string. She's silly, but she's not sappy. And she rock .numbers, bantered•with the audience and 
talks through the whole concert like she's on.the kepfasking for i:equests. A couple oflong-time 
phone with her best friend. fans and other familiar faces were sitting 
· The µrst two songs were off her new album, around a-table in the c6mer, and Carey kept look-
"WIJdlrl was Made," and they were plucky pieces ing at them and smiling and saying how glad she . 
, · t destructive behavior. But it wasn't until was that everyone was there. 
Carey got to talking about her crazy drunk rela- 'She asked, "Can I request one myself? Is that 
tiVes in Maine and her crush on her second cousin in poor taste?" 
that she really warmed up. . . And then .she sang '~Open Widet ~e song that . 
"Are tbele any stalkers in the house'?'; she~ . · stripped away most of the silliness, and left be-
oGe ~ she just ~ her head , hiri.d a· startlingly lonely image. 
and launched into a story about how her car broke , "The scene for this one is you priving around 
down and she wrote a song "in red ink - like blood in 'your car by yourself at night, looking at the 
- in.Jlly...joumal while waiting for AAA to come houses that are all lit up inside'," she said. 
save our sorry., sweating selves;'' Though some of her songs were made of chords 
The song was "Violently," and in it Carey that resolved too quickly, giving them a modem-
imagines watching a video tape of herself kiss- rock'power-chord clumsiness, the tune of this piece 
ing her crush i~ a motel lobby until the tape gets was delicate, suspended by a slight dissonance. 
so hot it melts all over her. Carey sounded like she was about to cry when 
she finished, but she changed moods with a shrug 
and an "anyway," and -launched into "Under a 
Sky," a song about New York City and growing 
up. Then she told a story about how she wrote a 
song as a birthday. present for one of her fans, 
Becky Harris, whom she'd never met, at the re-
quest of Becky's husband, Fred. 
But the story-behind-the-song that embar-
rassed Carey the most was this: "I fell in lerrrrrve," 
she said. _ "It's gros~, but,it'.s true.'; Then she sang 
"I Need You," a rocking, begrudging tribute to her 
new lover for overcoming her defense mechanisms. . 
Carey was just being herself - like so many 
other semi-starving singer-songwriters. But she 
pulled it off because she didn't sound like ~he was 
trying to be edgy or shocking - just kind of 
creepy and personal. It worked. She's good com-
. pany. Now if only all of ber songs were as 
engaging as the stories she tells in between. Then 
she'd really be soQiething. 
Poet's.tragic tale makes for fatalistic film 
' )j . 
·Movie 
Review 
BY EMILY KEIZER 
Staff Writer 
Walking into "Sylvia" is a bit like 
lining up to see "Titanic" - the au-
dience knows the ending but shows 
up anyway. The · r--- -- - -
challenge of a 
movie with no 
real surprises -
the boat sinks, 
**112 
, · Sylvia 
the famously depressed poet kills 
herself - is to hold the viewers' at-
tention despite this foreknowledge. 
Though Christine Jeffs' "Sylvia" 
creates a visually gorgeous portrait of 
one woman's seemingly inevitable 
slide into suicide, it ultimately fails to 
rise above the sense of fatalism that 
defin~ its subject's life. 
The plot focuses on the stormy 
marriage of real-life-poets Sylvia Plath 
(Gwyneth Paltrow) and Ted Hughes 
(Daniel Craig). The film might be bet-
ter titled "Sylvia•and Ted." It begins 
with their auspiciously passionate first 
encounter·and closes with Platli's sui-
cide following the relationship's final 
betrayal. This is Plath's movie, but it 
shows her· more as a lover and wife 
than as a poet or mother. · , 
When Sylvia dreamily describes 
COURTESY OF BBC FILMS 
LOVESICK POET Sylvia Plath (Gwyneth Paltrow) Is portrayed as little 
more than the tragic lover of Ted Hughe:5 (Daniel Craig), her husband. 
herself and her husband as two character ...:... he woos, cheats and gen-
halves of a whole, she hits the nail on erally acts as a foil for his wife's es-
the head. Her increasing desperation calating neuroses. But he is also a 
is• always depicted in terms of her in- helpless husband whose words of 
teractions with Hughes. Her inabili- praise for her poetry can only fall on 
ty to write in the face of her husband's Plath's deaf ears so many times. 
growing fame, the paranoia sparked -Paltrow, .. who does bear an un-
by his relations with other women and canny resemblance to her alter-ego, 
the long evenings spent waiting in ·the plays the depressed heroine with nu-
dark for him to come home all ad- ance, and c~dor. 4" she occasionally 
vertise her 'downward spiraL 9ver.:.Cmotes or appears too studied in 
Both Paltrow an.d ~raig are ~ell- , her drive to portray a poetic genius, 
cast, and the latter does his ~t to hµ- ' . · the incidents are balanced by her tal-
·maJ¥ZC the .man so often painted as entfor pained silences, as well as for 
Plath's ~es!IUyer in traditional _b,i- . disturbingly flip remarks about her 
· ographies. Hughes is a bit of a stock previous suicide attempts. 
As the story of one woman's de-
scent into depression, "Sylvia" is well-
made. The camera follows the cou-
ple between London and Devon, Eng-
land and the United States. Though 
e_ach location is different - it is by 
the sea, for example, that Plath's 
writer's block first results in a baking 
spree in a sunny kitchen - the swift 
changes in seasons and wide shots of 
the cold English moors create an ap-
J.?ropriately disorienting aura. 
Plath's .. _appearance, which 
changes from rose-colored dresses and 
blond curls to a duller wardrobe and 
darker hair as the years progress, is 
almost over-emphasized. The movie 
connects mental angt,rish to physical 
appearance sp strongly that her final 
stab at normalcy - · an attempt to 
seduce Hughes - is summed up al-
most entirely : by_ the application of 
bright red lipstick. 
That final stab fails, of course, con-
tinuing the film's trend toward his-
torical accuracy. Plath's death, 
though over-romanticized as the 
"best" solution by the soft lights and 
peaceful expression that accompany 
it, is nevertheless the only place to end 
the movie. "Sylvia" seems to be un-
sure what it wants to say about Plath's 
life --, but by the final scene, it is clear 
what the. film has to say about the in-
evitability of her death. 
"Sylvia" was produced by Alison 
Owen, directed by <;hristine Jeffs, 
and written by John Brownlow. 
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Event of the week 
Shakespeare's ."Perides/' pre-
sented by the IC Players, 
begins Tuesday Dec. 2 at 8 
p.m. in Dillingham Center. 
Today 
Chaplain's Bible Study - Noon in Phillips 
Room, Muller Chapel. 
Faculty Colloquium - "Computer-based 
Assessment" ~t 12:10 p.m. in Clark 
Lounge, Campus Center. 
Movie Night with Professor Dan Gaygen 
- Showing "The Commitment" at 7 p.m. in 
Williams 323. 
Junior Recital - LeeAnn Sutton, viola, at 
7 p.m. in Hockett Family Recital Hall, 
Whalen Center. 
Ithaca College Jazz Concert Series -
7:30 p.m. in the Pub, Campus Center. 
•"""' · Fireside Chat/Mass - 8 p.m. in Fireside 
Lounge, Muller Chapel. 
Elective Jazz Recital - Chris Thaw, 8:15 
p.m. in Nabenhauer Recital Room, Whalen 
Center. 
Junior Recital - Frank Cook, trombone, 
at 9 p.m. in Hockett Family Recital Hall, 
Whalen Center. 
Community 
"Managing Multiple Projects, Objectives, 
and Deadlines" - 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the 
~ ~ Ramada Inn, 2310 Triphammer Road. 
"Conflict Management Skills for 
Women" - 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the Quality 
Inn, 1308 Buckley Road, Syracuse. 
Shakespeare's "The Comedy of Errors" 
- 8 p.m. at the Cornell Schwartz Center 
Stage. Call 254-ARTS for more infonnation. 
Break bllgl"f to.4!r at 6 p.m. 
Friclay ·· 
Last Day to Revoke PASS/FAIL for Block 
II Courses. 
Last Day to Withdraw with a "W" In 
Block Courses. 
May 2004 Gradua,lon Applications due 
to Registrar's Office. 
Shabbat Services - 6 p.m. in Muller 
Chapel. 
IC Players Fall Show - 8 p.m. in Emerson 
Suites, Campus Center. 
Community 
Shakespeare's ''The Comedy of Errors" 
- 8 p.m. at the Cornell Schwartz Center 
Stage. Call 254-ARTS for more infonnation. 
Saturday 
IC Players Fall Show - 8 p.m. in Emerson 
Suites, Campus Center. 
Sports 
Women's cross country at NCAA 
Championships in Hanover, Ind. at 11 
a.m. 
Men's cross country at NCAA 
Championships in Hanover, Ind. at noon. 
alendar 
SHAVE AND A HAIRCUT 
LAURA BAUMAN/THE ITHACAN 
FRESHMAN DANIELLE STIRPE gets a cut from a Cornell Barber Shop worker at 
Hillel's Locks of Love event In the North Foyer Monday. Students could either 
. -·••r 1 · rdonllllanlnarchangp • •...,or,_.,.•.,_CU;tifltNIY, -
donated five Inches or more to the charity, which makes wigs for chllcfren who I .• 
lose their hair for medical reasons. The event raised $4nand 523 inches of hair. 
D-ec. 1 
Ecumenical Worship Service .:.... 11 a.m. 
in Muller Chapel. 
Mass - 1 and 9 p.m. in Muller Chapel. 
Time Apart for Prayer - 6 p.m. in Muller 
Chapel. . 
Community 
Shakespeare's "The Comedy of Errors" 
- 8 p.m. at the Cornell Schwartz Center 
Stage. Call 254-ARTS for more infonnation. 
·Dec. 2 
Classes Resume .8 a.m. 
Junior Recital - Topher Ruggiero, piano, 
at 7 p.m. in Hockett Family Recital Hall. · 
Blble Study - 7:30 p.m. in ~uller Chapel. 
IC Tap Dance Performance _: 8 p.m. in 
Klingenstein Lounge, Campus Center. 
Orgullo Latino End of Semester Party 
and Performance - 8 p.m. in Emerson 
Suites, Campus Center. 
"Pericles" by WIiiiam Shakespeare - 8 
· p.m. in Dillingham Center. 
Opera Workshop Performance - 8:15 
p.m. in Ford Hall, Whalen Center. 
Dec. ,3 
Wednesday Coffee Hour - 10 a.m. in 
McDonald Lounge, Campus Center. 
Eucharist for Peace and Heallng - 1 :10 
p.m. in Muller Chapel. 
.:; 
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IC Unbound Semester Show - 5 p.m. in 
Emerson Suites, Campus Center. 
Solo Performance_ by Paul Cavettl -
Presented by IC Band Association at 8 p.m. 
in the Pub, Campus Center. 
Senior Recital - Chris Loxley, cello, at 
8:15 p.m. in Ford Hall, Whalen Center. 
Graduate Lecture Recital - Mark 
LeBeau, voice, at 9 p.m. in Nabenhauer 
Recital Room, Whalen Center. 
Evensong - 10 p.m. in Muller Chapel. 
IClV Weekly Evening Schedule 
All Angles Newswatch 16 
Tuesdays at 8:30 Sundays, 
Wednesdays at Tuesdays and 
6:30 Thursdays at 8 
Another Late and 10 
Night Panorama 
Mondays at a Sundays at 6:30 
Tuesdays at 9 Tuesdays at 7 
Backstage Wednesdays at 
Wednesdays at 8:30 
10 Quabble 
Thursdays at Mondays at 8:30 
6:30 Wednesdays at 7 
Beyondthe Thursdays at 9 
Chords Screening 
Sundays at 7 Room 
Mondays at 7:30 Sundays at 8:30 
Frequency Wednesdays at 8 
Sundays through Thursdays at 
Thursdays at 8:30 
9:30 Thirty Minutes 
Gridlr<m Report Sundays at 
Sundaysat9 10:30 
Mondays at? Mondays at 10 
Hodgepodge Wednesdays at 
-Sundays, 10:30 
Tuesdays and Ultimate Utopia 
Thursdays at Mondays at 6:30 
7:30 Wednesdays at 9 
." Uveon Tapt ._ - . 
-~~~.!~-~;• Mondays, 
Tuesdays and Tuesdays at 6:30 
Thursdays at Wednesdays at 
10:30 7:30 
Not all Ithaca College 
events are Ii sted 
in the calendar. 
~ Ac 
Send information to The Ithacan, 
269 Roy H. Park Hall, Ithaca College, 
by Monday at 5 p.m. 
For more information, call Calendar 
Manager Ana Liss at 27 4-3208 or fax 
at 274-1565. 
Faculty Colloquium _ "What's Really 
Happening in ~raq: How 'Ordinary lraquis' Are 
Affected." Presented by Maura Stephens at 
12:1 O p.m. in Clark Lounge, Campus Center. 
IC Comedy Festival - 6:30 p.m. in 
Emerson Suites, Campus Center. 
The Ithacan has 
a job for you. 
BETHEL GROVE BIBLE CHURCH We're looking to fill the following positions 
for the Spring Sen1ester: 
1763 SLATERVILLE ROAD (RT. 79E) , ITHACA 
277-3333 or BG@BG.ORG 
A NON-DENOMINATIONAL CHRIST-CENTERED CHURCH 
SERVIN.G COMMUNITY AND CAMPUS 
Worship Service 
Educational Opportunities (Nursery-Adult) 
Worship Service 
Please visit our Web site! www.bg.org 
8:30 a.m. 
10:00 a.m. 
11 :15 a.m. 
Photo Editor 
Assistant Photo Editor 
Accent Editor 
Assistant Sports Editor 
Applicdtion..; (_ml c1vc1ilc1hle dt The lthc1ecrn officP, Pdt-k ~69, 
c.ltlcl drP due bdck to the office b\' noon on TuPsdd\', DPc. ~-
I"' 
To place a classified 
pleaseca.11 
classified manager 
Hallie Shere 
at 274-1618. 
Travel 
SPRING BREAK 2004! Travel 
with Beach Life Vacations! 
America's j3est Student Tour 
Operator! Jamaica, Cancun, 
Acapulco, Bahamas, Florida. Sell 
trips, Earn Cash, Travel Free! 
Hurry - Book Now! 
Call 1-800-733-634 7 ., 
www.beachlifevacations.com 
SPRING BREAK 
Largest selection including 
Cruises! Foam Parties, Free 
Drinks and Club Admissions. Rep 
positions and FREE trips 
available. Epicurean Tours 
1-800-231-4-FUN 
www.breaknow.com 
Notices 
ATTENTION: ALL IC WOMEN 
Have you ever wondered what 
sorority life is really all about? 
Call Amy 262-0775 
Employment 
Get Paid For Your OpiniOnS' -· 
earn $15-$125 and more · 
per survey! 
www.~aidonlineopini6ns.com ·· 
ASSISTANTS -·· 
$13.85 Base appt. 
Fun easy work, perfect for 
students (all ages 18+). No 
experience needed, we train. 
Flexible hours, fast advance- -, 
ment. Conditions apply. · · 
For Rent 
Well-maintained 3 or 4 bedroom 
hopse available Aug. 2004. 
Two f.ull baths, fully carpeted. 
Newly renovated, Uhfurnished or 
,. 1tJrnished, free washer and.dryer. 
. Free off-street parking. No pets, 
-'_ downtown. 273-6828 
1, 2 &'4 ~room apartments 
Close to Commons and Ithaca 
Coll~e 273-3931 
2004-2005 201S~·Aurora St. 
5 bdrm house furnished, free 
washer and dryer, off-street park-
ing; $340 each call Dan 592-1464 
·free large sunny private room 
in exchange for part-time 
-babysitting in family home #1 Spring Break Vacations 
Cancun Jamaica, Acapulco. 
Bahamas, Florida. Campus Reps 
Wanted! Free Meals& Parties! 
1-800-234--7007@ 
endlesssummertours.com 
Scholarships. Call now, pqsitions . · 
fill fast. Call (607) 748-4858 or· 
• "'· . w/2 small children. 
Minutes from IC in Danby 
CALL LISAAT 277-9191 
USA SPRING BREAK.com 
Cancun, Bahamas, Jamaica & 
More. Don't be fooled! Go with 
Quality & Experience! 28 Years in 
· business. Largest Student Tour 
Operator (Division of USA 
Student Travel) 
· online@ 
workforstudents.com 
Sublet 
Spring 1 bedroom ·c1ose to· 
Commons parking near-laundry · 
and store. 46~ Cute.-PetsO.K. 
227-151'4 .: · Call Toll Free: 1-877-460-6077 
Now also hiring Campus Reps . NEED A SUBLET?. Sublets avail-
Earn 2 Free Trips for 15 Travelers _ able for every time of the year. 
***ACT NOW! Book 11 people, NEED SOMEONE TO SUBLET YOUR PLACE? 
918 Danby Road, fabulous 4 
bedroom townhouse, nicely fur-
nished, 3 baths, computer desks, 
fireplace, off-street parking, walk 
to campus. F,or a showing call 
·' ·· · 280-1076 or 273-9300 
rental office 
4 Bedroom house Downtown 
great.location near Commons: 
Washer Dryer Spacious Large 
bedrooms. $350.00 per bedroom · 
plus ~tilities CALL 272-4146 
.lease starts Aug 1st 
get 12th trip free. Visit the-official We can help rent yqur ptace even 
website for Spring Break '04. The while you'te.goneL _ _ .. . .YOU CAN SHOP AROUND & . 
best deals to the hottest LIST YOUR Pt.ACE. TOOAYl. ~ ., , .' , ~ARE:~ Of ITHACA IN 
destinations. Group discounts for · ._ Your subletcomedion'. , -- . , . · ONE-PLACE! 
6+ www.springbreak ,. . .-_, ts Housing.7Sol1Jtioris· " .; · · _ , WE HAVE THE LARGEST 
.dlscou"ta.com 272-6091 '* 103Dryde_Q:-R~,·:. :; "' . :APARTMENT DATABASE IN 
, or8Q0:83&:8292 µ . "'·. www.housingsolutions.com-· .. . ITHACCHAOO. THSOEUFSRANOMD!S TO $tltng Break - Nassau/Paradise , 
Island, Cancun, Jal"!laica, and · ·Great House, P.~o•~ Street Wf.; UPDATE EVERY DAVI 
Acapulco from $489. Air, Hotel, ·,. . ·. (;lose to Co~mon~ -ci_, EXP~ORE ALL Y?':JR OPTIONS. 
Transfers, Parties, and More! · Washer, Dryer, Dishwasher WE RE ITHACAS #1 SOURCE 
.Organize,s,,.enall nr-nup- eara •_. - _ ·- _ Your Own Pa.r:!:s_i119..§Qot ._, . _ _ FOR RENJA.1..S! 
FFiEE TRIPS·c · s"'cbmmissionsl ., 1-,:... ::J.,: Can (315f"729-0766~-·:i ~ .:_ !'= -'' :.~,_-::,;, ~ Your One'Sfoj, ."'· ➔ t ... ~:. · 
· Calt--1~=... SUN-1 ·' '· ·· f:.., -,- • · •· . • , ,.. . . ' "' ; . ~· .272-~~~~ ~~~oad 
I oca l Getaways 
HOTE U8 under the stars and · 
SLEEP-OVER ... 15 min from IC 
www.LakeFrontlnn.com 
$185 fortwo ... casual elegance. · 
Fireside breakfast included ... 
(607) 533-4804 
For Sale 
2003 Atomic Beta Race GS :9 
Skis Brand New still in package 
170 cm., red. Asking $300 (list 
price $685) call 273-0324 
NOW LEASING FOR 
NEXTYEAR 
Dozens of spacious ·apart-
ments and houses·. 
For Rent 
. Furnished * Affordable -" .- . c 
Ca'nvenient * 3/4/6 BR Free -
pkq/ldry dishwasher microwave 
· pets Ftex lease & more Rer:,t fr()fll 
$375-$410 calf25i-4~57 . 
• : t · ·' 1! t ~ 
Hudson Heights Studio 
Apartments is now renting for 
January 1, 2004; and for the-next 
school year, 2004-2005. The rent 
includes: furniture, all utilities, 
parldr:-g, garbage ~nd ,recycling,~ . 
with laundry rooms on .. the COfTl•.,, 
plex. Prices are between 460 and 
515 for a 12 month lease Call Cliff 
at 273~8472 for an appointment: · 
Nice five bedroom house fully 
,, ., _furnished washer & dryer free 
parking available Aug. 04-05: 
Fo'r info call 272-8343 after 3pm 
Close to campus and South 
Hill and Downtown near the NOW LEASING FOR NEXT 
· Commons. Three bedrooms YEAR 
up to eight bedrooms. Dozens of spacious apartments 
Laundry, parking 1 reasor}- . ijnd houses. C!os_e,.to ~arnpus on 
able rent. For a full list vi Sit ·_,,_ . '• · $q1.,1th-HilJ af'ld-Oc>,Writqwp near ~ 
- : tne Comm6ns.Thtee bedrooms· PPMhomes.com· ."':': ., _: .upto eigt'it.be<;lrooms. Lau'riory, 
· · · '., ' --'· . · parking, t;~ason,ci_ble·rent. F.qra 
· · - .. •,;.J OIIJist \11Sit,PP,ho.mes.com: . 
"-----~---"'!"-"-_ .... " ... -.. ,i--1 __ • • . .' . .., ·, 
•w." ,..,.,. • . ~' 
_:;., 
VlCTORlA'S s:ECRET -
• • • ... ~ Ii, ·; ,:;--
.10 Screen Cinema 
, :WWJ'i,P.Yramidltf)aca.eom 
: · -· Located Just.off 0Route 13, Ithaca -· 
' • is . ;' ; , "6P7.257,5337 .,' . 
. " 
- www.housingsolutions.com 
I 
2004-05 Four bedroom house 
1123 Danby Road, close to IC, 
parking, hardwood floors, wood-
burning stove, garage, large din- . 
ing room, washer & dryer $375 
.. per person+ utilities 279-3090 
4 bdrm townhouses at bottom 
of S. Hill. Furnished, free laun-
dry-and trash collection. $1200 
' plus. 272-1870 
South Hill - S. Aurora St. 3 or 6 
bedrpom furnished apts. Newly 
· · renovated. 272-3389 
or 533-8637 
Houses for rent for 2004-05 · 
· 2 on Hillview Pl., 1 on Prospect 
St. All are 11 m_onth leases, fur-
nished, some with free off-street 
· parking. All houses are for groups 
of 4-6 people. Available August 
15, 2004. Call 273-5370 
2004-2005 Furnished 
Apartments Two & Three . 
Bedroom. Utilities Included. 
. ,. One mile to IC. 
Call for"appoint. to see 277-3937 
4, 5, and 6 bdrm. hou_ses on 
S. Hill iand downtown; 
furnlshed:'$325 per person 
Pll:IS- 272-1870 
---- ---~----"'------------ .....;;,,;""'""'=----....,_,-....-=-c=- -------- -- --
For Rent 
Now Leasing BRAND NEW 2-4 
bedrooms, 3-4 baths, multi-level 
house, with large game room, 
launpry, fireplace, 2 car garage, 
patios and decks witti gorgeous 
views. Professionally landscaped. 
2500:3500 square feet. 
$1,800.00-$2;400.00 
*********************** 
NEW UNIQUE bi-level town-
house, furnished 3 bedrooms, 2 
baths. 1 block to Commons and 
laundry . .Desks, storage and free 
off street·parking, Favorite IC 
location! $1, 100.00/month plus 
· utilities. 
,_••··••t**************** 
For More Information please call 
Jason 256-1.0~2 .or Heritage Park 
. _Te>wn.Home·s, lnc_. 277-6260 
Ithaca Solar Townhouses, 
warm/cozy 4 bedroom town-
house suites, fireplace, bright, 2 
baths, ·beautifully furnished, com-
. puter desks, new plush carpeting, 
off-street parking, right next to 
campus. For a showing call 
273-9300 or view online at: 
www.lthacaEstatesRealty.com 
House for rent. 3 bedrooms 2 
Living rooms;· big kitchen. One 
car free parking. 205 Prospect St. 
Furnace, please call 272-2967 
Leave a message on machine 
Newl~uenovated _8 pedroom 
house.'._Excellent:iocation Lower 
Hud$0r1;'8Jreet;" Wc1s_her, dryer, 
.dishwasher,, large bedrooms 4 
bathroom$ and' off $treet parking. 
A must see!! 257-0586 
Newly r~novated 4 bedroom 
house. Ex-cellent Location lower 
H~SO'] _ $tr~et. ~ Family rooms 3 
bathrooms, washer, 'dryer and off · 
street"parking 257-0586 
2004-05 One bedro~, 103 E. 
Spiiicir-St.t fumi$tie0' apt, close· 
to re and -Commons, hardwood 
floors, $600 includes beat 
279-3090 
NEED A WHOLE HOUSE?, -
HUNDREDS OF HOUSES 
AVAILABLE MANY 5+ UNITS! 
WE HAVE THE LARGEST 
PROPERTY DATABASE IN 
ITHACA! UPDATED DAILY! 
GET IN BEFORE IT'S TOO 
.[l ... ·- LATE! , 7 
WE'RE ITHACA'S #1 . SOURCE · 
-.,.-FOR-RENTALS! 
272-6091 * 103 Dryden Road 
www.housingsolutions.com 
· 3, Be,droom. TowphQUses 
Conveniently Located on South 
. Hill Available for 2004/2005 
School Year. New Furniture, Free 
Parking, Laundry in Each Unit. 
CSP Management 277-6961 or 
CSPManagement.com 
4 bedroom house furnished 2 
bath d/w, w/d; deck Avail. 8/1 /04 
call for appt. 347-6522 
Studio 6 .Bedroom Houses for 
rent 2004-2005. South Hill and 
other locations. Ca.II today to 
inquire on avaflable· listings. 
Certified properties of TC, Inc. 
273-1669 
www.14850.com/web/certlfied/ 
2004-05 Downtown 502 W. Court 
St. 3 bedroom furnished apt. 
across from park, spacious, 
washer and dryer, off st. parking • 
$345 per person plus utilities 
279-3090 
Nice three bedroom house free 
parking & laundry on premises 
available Jan 04 or Aug 04-05 for 
info call 272-8343 after 3pm 
Hudson St. for Aug . 04-05 Nice 1-
3-4 Bedroom Apartments Fully 
furnished big ;living rooms & 
kitchens. Free parking & laundry. 
For info call 272-8343 after 3pm 
GREAT Locations 
6 or 8 bedroom houses with 
free parking and laundry. Free 
wireless internet access, 
big rooms. 
Call Mike 273-4430 
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For Rent 
389 Stone Quarry Road, Super 4 
bedroom Cape Cod house, new 
furnishings, hardwood floors, fire-
place, washer and dryer, full base-
ment, two car garage. For a 
showing call 280-1076 or 
273-9300 rental office. 
2004-05 Four bedroom, fur-
nished, parking, Hardwood floors, 
carpeting, dumpster, washer & 
dryer 201 West King Road, Close 
to IC $375 per person + utilities 
279-3090 
2 & 3 Bedroom Apartments 
Available for 2004/2005 
Furnished, Spacious, Porch, 
Close to Commons and College 
town on Bus Route. CSP 
Management 277-6961 or 
CSPManagement.com 
Spacious luxury 4+4 BR duplex 
near IC & downtown. Furnished, 
laundry, parking. 10/12M leases 
avail June. Rent 1/both 257-8828 
3 Bedroom Furnished House 
Close to IC Available January '04 
for 5 month lease. $375 plus per 
person. Call 273-4211 
Furnished houses and apart-
ments walking distance to IC. 
272-1115 
2004-05 One Bedroom 
Downtown - 1006 1 /2 North 
Cayuga St. Hardwood floors, 
spacious, furnished, $605 plus 
· utilities 279-3090 · 
6 bedroom house for rent 
furnished close to IC 
273-4211 
On the Cpmmons, Large 3 
bedroom. Furnished heat 
included. 272-7441 
Available 2004-2005 school year 
6 bedroom * 3-Bedroom * 2 bed-
rooms furnished, washer/dryer, 
Parking, dishwasher one block 
from Commons. 
~ Call Neal @ 272-2696 
2004-05 Studio Furnished, over-
looking 6 Mile Creek, on-street 
parking, ·close to IC.washer+ 
dryer. 209 Giles St. $545 
includes all 279-3090 
Beautiful, large, 3-6 bedrooms, 
South Hill, close to downtown and 
campus, fully furnished, well-
maintained, competitively priced, 
some with-laundry and parking. 
347-4513, 227-4513 
Available 2004-2005 School 
Year 4 bedroom 2 baths 2 
· blocks from Commons, Large 
Private Porch. Call .Neal 
272~2696 
Renting for fall '04 Close to IC 1, 
2, 3, 4, 5, 6,-Bedroom Houses & 
apts. Call for appointments: 
272-5647, 273-5192 
592-0150, 592-0152 
Three/Four bdrm spacious town-
houses w/parking wash/dry 
dishwasher balconies 
Ten/twelve mo. lease 
call 273-8576 
Rent early and Save! 
Short walk to Ithaca College 
Lovely 2 bedroom apt. on 
Pennsylvania Ave. Clean, quiet, 
furnished, heat and private park- , 
ing incluCled only $395 each. 
273-4797 or 592-7564 
Apts & Houses available 8/01/04 
Kendall Ave &Penn Ave 2, 3, 4, 5, 
6 & 8 bedroom furnished. 1 O 
month lease. Please call 273-
9221 between 8 am and 4 pm. 
After 4 pm and on weekends call 
272-2551 
Cayuga Lake Lansing Station 
Road 2 Bedroom Lakefront 
Cottage Unfurnished $600.00 
Month plus Utilities. Now thru 
May 31 2004. Email: 
Gasman42@aol.com 
Nice Studio apt. on 126 Hudson 
St. Please call after 2 pm 
272-5210 
·-
The Ithacan • 
om1c-s 
DILBERT BY SCOTT ADAMS 
THIS MIGHT BE 
THE GREATEST 
INNOVATION IN 
ANNOYING CU-
BICLE NOISES. 
E L--::::::+:::::--ri 8 -..----_---
t: .. ----___, 
I 
'"~_._____.i 
WELCOME TO 
THE COMPETITIVE 
STRATEGIES 
SEMINAR. 
l 
I DESPER.A TEL Y 
NEED TO TAKE 
THIS TRAINING. 
E 
I 
• I 
E 
............... IIIIIQijilllaol,IIIOlll.,II _____ __. 
FIRST, SOME HOUSE-
KEEPING. IN THE 
EVENT OF AN EMER-
GENCY, STAY SEATED 
SO I 'LL HAVE A CLEAR 
PATH TO THE EXIT. 
WE CAN'T SPARE 
YOU. SEND L\lAJ.L Y 
AND HAVE HIM 
TELL YOU WHAT HE 
LEARNE,D. 
I 
.. 
AND ... THERE IS 
NO MEN'S ROOM 
IN THE BUILDING 
AS FAR AS YOU 
KNOW. 
I 
~ I'M Al.JED BY THE 
.. SHEER ARTISTRY Of l YOUR MISMANAGEMENT 
• SKILLS. ; 
; 
:. 
! 
~ 
::, 
i 
• 
c;:::::=======:::!~i I 
..__..i..li....,.iWil., _____ __. .....i ____ _._ _____ _. 
GET FUZZY BY DARBY CONLEY 
. f'ITTSBUK6H 
HAS SnJKEN! 
.UN'P Ar~ N CANAPA .' J 
~ CD C/.£YeUNP - 317 vows 
; R™eM~ : GfT f\rU.'{ t)tt>~'l Sl\'f THIS~'-
8 I @ N&W ✓EKSEY -26B vomi 
i .. . NOT ireHNlCAU.'t' A •'(Ii'(; &>THE-'( ... 
~ @ PHIL4/>EJ.FHIA - 5-+ VDT&S 
; ~ AS •~61ER; CAU IT: f(lTHY~IIIA 
.. © PAKBY awt.EY:S@##-21 rom ~ ... MAltJ, NOT A "CIT'(~ ~ ~--. 
I ® NEW Of(UAIIS·-11 rores I ~ 1ttAN UJ~. BUT ~ 
1\-\Ml \)H$'( COJL.€'('S fi>,H"-lf ! 
'3\At;\..\... 
·n-''~G:. ,, 
c..,oW~~ fl~ 
\ 
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CROSSWORD BY UNITED MEDIA 
ACROSS " 
1 Wrinkle-nosed dog 
4 SaiJing vessel 
9 By means of 
12 "Just - '"""' 
· suspected!" 
13 Sports locale 
14 Hearth residue 
15 Postal Creed 
word 
16 Always 
. 17 Sundance Kid's 
girt 
18 Reuben vendors 
20 Real estate 
abbr. 
21 _E-:mau~ 
23 SFO info 
24 Funnies-
28 Sun, ~tically 
30 Hon~tty 
.32~~1yof 
34 Ben- -
35 Char 
36 Vexation 
39 Hindu Mr. 
40 Profit 
41 Ballpark figure 
43 Narrow shoe 
size 
44 Retiree's 
income 
45 Cool in manner 
47 Hollow stem 
50 Nursery tray · 
51 Gloss target 
54 Expected 
to arrive 
55 Ebb 
56 Aurora. 
in Greece 
57 Noncom 
58 Wrinkled 
59 Perform 
DOWN 
1 Skillet 
2 Bob Hope's 
sponsor 
3 Encircle 
4 Lithe 
5 Whale, old-style 
6 Change for a 
five 
7 Not just mine 
8 HS class 
9 Tank 
1 O Hobby ender 
u "Gotchar 
17 Peel and 
Bovary 
19 MIT grad, 
perhaps -
20 "Arabian 
Nights" bird 
21 Type of bear 
22 Davit 
24 Make public 
25 Seine 
moorages 
26 Nurse 
- Barton 
27 Damascus 
locale 
29 Diamond 
sacrifice 
31 Barbarian 
33 Extinguish 
37 Time divs. 
38 Hammed it up 
42 Mail carrier's 
org. 
45 Former Sen . 
- Cranston-
46 Kind of .collar 
47 Music media 
48 Before Sept. 
49 After taxes 
50 Hoover•s org. 
52 Winter Games 
grp. 
53-Seattle hrs. 
·55 Mr. Pacino 
LAST WEEK'S ANSWERS 
I· 
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Changes on the court 
Ithaca looks small to fill big gaps 
BY JIM HAWVER shooting guard Jesse Roth, who averaged 
Staff Writer 10.1 points per game las_t year . 
. Two reserve guards will give the team more 
Senior Tyler Schulz may have a few depth once they return from suspensions. 
wounds come March. Senior Matt Usher and sophomore Ian 
"He's going to get hit, grabbed, Houck have been suspended for one and two 
clutched," coach Jim Mullins said. "We just games, respectively, for violations of team 
need to keep him -""""""""""'""""""""""""""""""""""""ll policy, head coach Jim Mullins said. 
healthy," Men's basketbal.1 "Certainly its going to hurt us when_ we 
Opponents . are preview go dowf! to Trinity [for the Tip-OffTouma-
expected to shack- ............................. -........... ment this·weekend] because right ·now they 
le themselves to Schulz. The power forward are both playing well and they are both in ·our 
led the Bombers with 11.7 points per game rotation," Mullins said. ' · 
and 8.0 rebounds per game last season. . . One giaard who won't be returning to the 
He'll JJ,eed to be healthy' because the 6- Bomber.lineup is Sean Clifford. Clifford, who 
foot-5-inch power forward is . the only re- · started seven games last season and appeared 
turning starter in the Bombers' froq~c<;>urt. · in all btit one of the games, is no longer a stu-
Joining Schulz in the paint will be junior dent at Ithaca College. 
center Mike Kubera and sophomore sm~l But the Bombers' production will not be 
forward Jim Bellis, a pair that wiil replace _affected by the loss of Clifford, Mullins said. 
Jason Wallen '03 (10.0 ppg, 5.0 rpg)r and "He didn't really - for three years -
Matt Riggins '03 (6.3 ppg, 4.4 rpg). · show any ability to run the point," he said. 
And although Kubera and Bellis started The lack of frontcourt depth and siz~ ha~ 
only three games each last season, they have Mullins calling for a greater contribution from · 
experience. Kubera played in all 25 of the Thomas, Roth an(l Whetstone on _the 
Bombers' contests and Bellis saw time in all boards. . : · 
but five games a year ago. . .~;;1.•' ' .ii: "I don'f think we.can sit back and watch-
Even if Schul;z, Kt.Jbera and ~s mini7 . 'i Tyler Schulz or Mike Kubera or any, of our 
mize their bruises, they will be on the floor , other big kids and say 'you guys have to 
more than they would like, because.theltha--:; · get 10 rebounds a g_ame or we're not go-
ca frontcourt is extremely thin. ing to have an ~pportunity. to win/" 
Sophomore • forward Brian , - An- , Mullins said. 
druskiewicz (7.4 minutes per game)· and "We are going to be smaller ti\~ teams 
freshman Jared Miller have little and no ex.. we play against." ~ .· _. , _- ~' · · · · · . 
perience, respectively. :-- , . But Schulz said : . he believes , the . 
Compared to a·frontcourt that is~ de~p < Bom1?ers' speed cantmake up for their lack 
as y puddle, the . · backcourt has oceanic .· o.f height. ' . . 
,,...Prt>portions. · . .. . "We've got guys that can get.up and down 
Junior point . guard Nate Thomas .has _·, the floor really fast and other teams~ go-
returned to direct the offense. Thomas ~ ing to have trouble keeping up," he said. 
started every game but one last season and _ Mullins' squad finished last season at 
is a co-captain.' . -.• ~- ;· _. i2.-13, and was throttled fn non-conference 
"I have to set the team up if we get scat. ' .. play, going 2-7. The :Blue 'and GoJd managed 
tered a11 over the floor and make sure we get to go 8-6 in the Empire 8, but finished fourth 
into a set," he said. · in the conference and missed the NCAA play-
Sophomore Jonathan Whetstone had offs. 
been competing for the starting point guard Ithaca's first-half schedule this season, 
role, but Mullins has elected to play him from which starts with De Sales in the first round 
the bench in favor of the more experienced of the Tip-Off Tournament at Trinity on Fri-
Thomas. , · day, won't be much easier. But Mullins likes 
After Schulz, the bulk of the Bombers it that way. 
offensive production will come from junior "My philosophy has always been that if 
. REBECCA GARDNER/THE ITHACAN 
JUNIOR NATE THOM~ left, guards~ Jonathan Whetstone in practice Monday. 
>. • • • ~ • • I"" .. 
you schedule the very toughest competition 
y2u . Cl!~ get~ early o~, i~ prepl:lfeS you for 
league play," Mull~s said: 
For the first time, the top-four regular-sea-
son finishers in the Empiry 8 will play in a 
conference tournament. The winner will 
move on the to NCAA play. 
St. John Fisher, Nazareth, and RIT will be 
the top contenders for the automatic NCAA 
playoff bid. 
If the Bombers can stay heal~y, especially 
in the frontcouit, Ithaca may be added to the 
mix. 
PROJECTED STARTING LINEUP 
Nate Thomas 
· PG 5'7" 6.6 ppg · 2.5 apg 
Jesse Roth 
SG 6'1" 10.1 ppg 1.5 apg 
Jim Bellis 
SF 6'4" 4.0 ppg 1.8 rpg 
Tyler Schulz 
PF 6'5" 11.7 ppg 8.0 rpg 
Mike Kubera 
C 6'7" 3.6 ppg 2.2 rpg 
Loss of Brown forces Blue and Gold offense to change up the tempo 
BY JENNIFER BEEKMAN 
Staff Writer 
For the past four years, Kerri 
Brown could always dribble the 
team out of any predicament. . 
But now, she is gone - lost to 
graduation - and the Bombers will 
have to adjust to the void she:left. 
The team has played a motion 
offense 
- quick- Women's basketball 
p a c. e d ' preview 
with a 
focus on getting the ball down court 
- since the arrival of coach Dan 
\ 
Raymond in 2000. The squad The 6-foot forward's return "The freshmen are good," she 
will still utilize the motion offense, brings more height to the said. "There are some great shoot-
yet will incorporate some new Bombers squad and will aid in re- ers and some good ball handlers. 
tactics. · bounding, an aspect .of play that Once they gajn experience in col-
'.'Last year we had four guards Raymond said needed improvement lege basketba11, I think they're go-
out [on the floor], which is a last year. · ing to be great assets to the team." 
slightly different approach," senior "She'~ a new face, but not a With the core ~f the squad re-
tri-captain Alex Ivansh·eck said. newcomer. She's going to help us turning and a slightly new approach 
"This year we're going back to because of her size. She's a phys- ·to the game, the Bomoo,rsJook to 
· putting three guards out and two ical and aggressive player, and tqat improve oq l~tyear's successes. 
forwards." presency will fill a need.'' . Last season the squad failed to 
·· While the team will continue to · -The Bombers' leading scorer last . wm the Empgi . 8 conference, but 
play an up-tempo · -:' · year, '. . jup.i~r won a pool bid to the· national tour-
style and to put ·. _, ~ , 1i .. n. is vear·W, e wan ___ · t S t e p:-1~. an i e nament. The.Bombers reached the 
pressure on its J' - . Cleary, agreed Sweet 16, losing to Rochester ina 
-;~f~n;~!~t be~~ - to.reach the_·E/ite J ' ' wit:st;~~~~~ tig?.k~~:1~.ear'w¢ w~nt t~ <to be~-
little slower. Eight or Final Four. ,· strong ! off - the ter then thelast," ·Cleary satd. "This 
"Last · year if: ;;_. · · · · . - ·. • · · \ boards,'~ Cleary - , y~ar we wap:t_ tQ re~ch the Elite 
the ~- team was · -STEPHANIE CLEMIV~ s~d. ✓:'Once ·t1ie,,,. Eight or Final Fout,'! 
pre s sured , . -· , Junior ·season gets go-
[Brown] would ing, she'll step 
just dribble right through," Ivansheck up intQ that role. "Shf s very;atpletic." 
· said. '.'There's .going to be a lot more Mc Vicker wilf.:team· up · with · 
. ·,pas.sing." '':• : : seniQr Kelly Ga~h>liski; ·who led' 
PROJECTED STARTING LINEUP 
Jenr~le Swatllng 
G 57" 11.9 P.P9· . 2.0 apg 
. While Brown will be difficult to . the team in rebounds last_y9ar with . 
r~pla~e, the Bombers will gain an av~rage of 6.6 per ~e.· Junior .. Alex lvansheck 
strong presence.in the.post with the .JessicaiPoole and sophomores· Jilk.·. G 5'6" 5.2 pp~ 2.67 apg 
_return of senior Courtney McVick- --Post, · Megan Micho and Molly 
,c" ~r:'.'Mc Vicker played basketball her Brenn,fill.. will jdin t Mc Vicker ,a.nd,. Stephanie Cldary 
,.'· _;freshman year, bu'thas been on a two- Gawrnnski. in_ th~ frontcou;t. 'th(' · G 5'7" 8.1 ppg , '6.5 rpg 
. year hiatus from the squad. . ~ombers' new approach will :allow · 
· . ,'Coach Dan Raymond said the {o~ar~s to .be more,jnvolved - Jess.ica Poole 
·· .. Mc Vicker, who played bas,ketball, than in previous· years-. . , F 5',11" 4.1 ppg 4.9 rpg 
. her freshman year, suffered a se- . The 10 returners welcome four ' 
. . very shoulder injury last · year freshmen this year, and Ivansheck :Kelly Gawronski 
DAVE NELSON/THE.ITHACAN that prevented her from -partici-· - said she sees''a lot of potential in the F 6'0" 5.2 ppg 6.6 rpg 
JUNIOR JESSICA POOLE, left, k>oks for a passing lane at practice. pating in athletics. first-year students. 
...r. 
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Top-seeded RIT 
sweeps Ithaca 
·.-;.. in tourney final 
:::;_...., 
BY CHRIS COLLELUORI 
Staff Writer 
For the second time in two weeks, the 
RIT Tigers took a 
bite out of the 
Bombers. 
RIT, the No. 1 
Volleyball 
seed, swept No. 2 seed Ithaca (30-20,30-
21, 30-20 Saturday in the ECAC 
championship game at RIT. The 
Bombers finished as the runners-up for 
the second-straight year. 
Despite the loss, it was still a 
record-setting day for the Blue and Gold 
as they advanced to the championship 
game by defeating Rochester 3-1. 
In the semifinal victory over 
Rochester, senior Janet Hammond ham-
mered a career-high 36 kills, bringing her 0 
career total to 1,878. The performance 
moved her ahead of three-time All-
American Heidi Nichols '97 for first place 
all-time among Bombers. 
"She had an outstanding match," 
coach Janet Donovan said. "Probably one 
of the best matches that I've seen her play-
in her career. Janet hit the cover off the ball." 
For Hammond, it was no different 
than any other game. 
"I just wanted to win," Hammond 
said. "They kept feeding me the ball, so 
it ended up being a fun game for me." 
After dropping the opening game in 
the semifinal against Rochester, Ithaca 
pulled through.to win the next three and 
the match (27-30, 30-27, 39-37, 30-23). 
Junior Julie Roth had 28 kills and also 
posted 28 digs. Senior Courtney Mc Vick-
er added 20 kills and put up nine blocks. 
Sophomore Andrea Blitz stymied the 
Yellowjackets at the net, recording a 
career-be8½ t J 1ota1 blocks. 
The Bombers stumbled in the 
championship game, however, falling to 
RIT in three games - one week after 
the Tigers beat Ithaca 3-2 in the Empire 
8 tournament. 
"We didn't set well, and we didn't 
pass well," Donovan said. "Therefore, 
our attack didn't come together." 
Hammond again powered the offense 
with 11 kills, finishing the season with 
650 kills - the second highest season 
total in Bomber history. Her 1,889 
career kills ranks 25th on the all-time 
Division III list. 
Cramer posted 13 digs to set a school-
record 773 digs on the season, four more 
than Denise Dewey's mark in 1987. 
"She's our defensive hero," Ham-
mond said. "She gets to every single ball, 
even if it's just a touch on it." 
CARLY CHAMBERLIN/THE ITHACAN 
SOPHOMORE ANDREA BLITZ bumps 
a ball during practice Friday. 
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Playoffs 
Bombers' run ends iri shootout 
BY JENNIFER BEEKMAN 
Staff Writer 
While thousands of Ithaca College stu-
dents out watching the most anticipated foot-
ball game of the 
year, the women's Women's soccer 
soccer team was 
battling Oneonta ..._ ______ __.. 
in Schenectady for a spot in the quarterfi-
nals of the NCAA tournament. 
Penalty kicks have been the story of the 
Bombers' postseason - three of their four 
contests have come down to a do-or-die sit-
uation. Ithaca (10-5-6) pulled out two vic-
tories, but Saturday was a different story. 
In the second round of the NCAA tour-
nament, the Bombers faltered, 3-2, in 
penalty kicks against the Red Dragons, 
closing out an inconsistent, but success-
ful season. 
Ithaca defeated the then-No. 10 Oneon-
ta, 2-1, Oct. 25. Members of the team said 
they knew the Red Dragons would be ready 
to avenge that loss. 
In a situation all too familiar to the 
Bombers, the teams played to a scoreless 
· tie after regulation and two IO-minute 
overtimes. 
Harsh conditions and missed opportu-
nities wreaked some havoc on the 
Bombers play, said senior Becca Berry, but 
the team fought hard and in the end just 
could not play its game. 
"It was a weird game," Berry said. ''The 
field, going one way, you'd be running up- REBECCA GARDNER/THE ITHACAN 
hill. It was freezing, and if you had the wind SENIOR DAWN RATHBONE runs past a Grove City defender In Ithaca's 2-0 win Nov. 12 
with you, you had a huge advantage. We had 
some opportunities we should have finished, With 110 minutes of soccer behind them, reached the second round for the first time 
since the 1998 team advanced to the 
NCAA semifinals. 
but they did as well, so.it evened out." · the teams squared off in a shootout. 
The Red Dragons biggest threat to score The Bombers fell behind early in 
came off a comer kick in the first half of penalty - kicks as Berry and junior 
play. Senior Tara Repsher, standing at the Danielle Austin missed their shots; The first 
ne~ ec,st, flung herself in front of the ball three Red Dragons' shots rea~hed the back 
and tftevented it ftom reaching back of the net.-
"We're happy wi~h ours , 'Bea-y 
said. "Coach was telling us we had a bumpy 
road, but we pulled it together and ended 
the season really well." · · 
of the net. Ithaca's next two kickers - freshmen Ja- Rathbone agreed, pointing out the ob-
stacles the Bombers worked through dur-
ing the season including injuries and tough 
Another near game-winner for Oneonta clyn Brisson and Ashley Williams -
came in the first overtime, when too Red Drag- scored, and Meehan blocked Oneonta's next 
ons had a goal called back because of a foul. · two attempts to give freshman Samantha losses: _ 
'They had the best of chances," Rathbone Marguiles a chance to level the contest. "We're obviously upset that we lost in 
penalty kicks," she said. "We had a lot 
thrown at us this season, and we overcame 
a lot. Nothing can take away from the rest 
of the season.". 
said. "Basically, you can't come running into She missed, and Oneonta left the field 
the goalkeeper and that's what this girl did, victorious. 
she went running into [sophomore goalie] Ithac_a's ticket to the national tournament 
Kurstin [Meehan]." was the 14th in 22 years. The Bombers 
Blue and Gold ru.n to Nationals 
BY ALEX DE LOS RIOS 
Staff Writer 
After trudging through a mess of 
mud and ice for six kilometers, the Blue 
and Gold quali-
fied for the Women's cross 
NCAA Cham.. country 
pionships with a- .......................................... -11 
second-place finish at the Atlanti 
Regionals Saturday. 
Senior captain Amanda Laytham 
added another impressive finish to her 
distinguished career, leading the 
Bomber . fleet with a second-place 
finish in 22:54. 
"Last year I didn't do that well, but 
I think that our coache~ and the team did 
a great job of preparing," Laytham said. 
The rest of the squad torched the field. 
Sophomore Anastasia Kasianchuk, junior 
Bridgette Pilling, freshman Susan 
Meyer, senior Kristen Cravotta, along 
with Laytham, finished in the top 40. 
Kasianchuk led the rest of the Bombers 
. with a 17th-place finish in 23:53 while 
four Ithaca runners finished less than a 
minute behind her. Still, the strong 
performances couldn't beat a dominant 
team from The College of New Jersey, 
which finished first. 
The conditions. did nothing to help 
the j Bombers, ,Pilling said, but the 
weather didn't hurt them either. 
"Every.one had to run through it," 
Pilling . said. "We had slightly slower 
times, but it wasn't too bad." 
. Coach Bill Ware said .the ·course, 
featuring puddles eight yards long, . 
couldn't deter Ithaca from earning its 
eighth top-two finish of the year. Five 
runners made All-Regional at the 
race, the same five who claimed a spot 
on the AU-State teams last week. 
The Bombers aren't about to cele-
brate now though. Next week they will 
travel to the end of the muddy road in 
Hanover, Ind., where the team hopes to 
post a top-10 finish. Ithaca jumped from ·· 
17th in the national rankings to 12th. ' 
"I think the fact that we climbed a 
couple of spots in the rankings definitely 
adds to our confidence;" Laytham· 
said. "Hopefully we 'II be able to make ,, 
top 10." , • 
Laytham added that she .wouldn't 
mind a second and final All-American 
nod. 
Success at Nationals isn't guaranteed, 
though. The Blue and Gold will hav~ the 
challenge of finishing strong for a 
third week in a row. Moreover, Ithaca 
must race against Geneseo, a team that 
the Bombers upset on its home course, 
and The College of New Jersey, which 
has had an extra week of rest over the 
past three weeks. The issue of rest 
doesn't bother Ware. 
"We had a stretch earlier in the sea-
son where we raced three weeks in a 
row," Ware said. "Hopefully that expe-
. rience will pay off now." 
: Pilling echoed Ware's .sentiment. · 
"We're used to -[running every 
· week] aridwe're expected to do-well at 
.. nationals," Pilling said. "Last year we 
finished seventh so we're looking tQ,jllst 
as well or-better." , . · ·, ;: ·· 
Captain makes·NcAAs 
BY JACK KEHOE 
Staff Writer 
Ithaca placed fifth out of 30 teams at the NCAA 
Atlantic Regional Championship race Saturday -
one spot short of a·bid to the 
national meet. 
. The Bombers ·finished 
behind St. Lawrence, New 
Men's cross 
country 
York University, the College of New Jersey and 
' first.;place Geneseo. 
Though it was· disappointing not to qualify for 
• nationals, coach Jim, Nichols and teru;n members 
, . . were pleased with what they accomplished 0ver the 
course of the year., 
"I'm most proud of our kids' ability to improve," 
Nichols 'said. "We competed well, and five of our kids 
.ran a ~rsonal best We can't ask for more than that." 
·, Junior Darren Zens agreed with his coach. 
"We came a long way from early in the season: 
We really improved and it's only going to get bet-
ter," Zens said. 
At the race, senior captain Mike Styczynski was 
once again stellar for the Bombers. He finished the 
SK-course in second place with a time of 25 min-
utes, which was good enough to qualify individual-
ly for nationals next Saturday at Hanover College. 
Junior Shawn Calebrese also ran well, finish-
ing in 14th place in 25:52. 
Freshman Patrick McGreal was a pleasant sur-
prise for the Blue and Gold, finishing third out of 
all Ithaca -runners and 44th overall in a time of 
. · 26:35. McGreal's race left the Bombers with high 
. hopes for next season~ when all members of the 
, team but Styczynski _will return. 
-"We will be strong next year," Nichols said. "I 
· expect the kids to work hard through the indoor 
.. and outdoor track seasons and I know they will do 
so. 'This last race will light a fire in us for next year." 
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ALL-ITHACAN TEAM 
FALL SEASON 200'3, 
$enior Becca Berry was-an of-
fensive powerhouse for the 
. · women's soccer team, leading the 
Bombers with 1 o goals. Berry's 
. goals tied her with Samme Miller 
'00 for first on the the all-time list 
with 35. Berry was also named to 
the first team all-conference for the 
fourth year in· a row. 
A senior member of the 
women's tennis team, Carroll 
broke Ithaca's all-time wins 
record, winning her 92nd match 
on Oct. 7. Carroll finished her ca-
reer with 97 · wins and led the 
Bombers to an Empire 8 cham-
pionship. She was also named first 
team all-conference. 
THE ITHACAN 25 
In his sophomore season, 
quarterback Josh Felicetti 
racked up 2,031 passing yards for 
the football team, making him now 
fifth on Ithaca's all-time list. Fe-
licetti completed 59.2 percent of 
his passes and threw for 19 
touchdowns to push the 
Bombers to a 8-2 record. 
BECCA 
BERRY 
Berry is a physical education 
major. 
MEGHAN 
CARROLL 
Carroll is a sports information 
and communication major. 
JOSH 
FELICETTI 
Felicetti is a business admin-
istration major. 
A captain on the volleyball 
team, senior Janet Hammond 
capped off her Bomber career with 
a record-setting performance. 
Her 36 kills in an ECAC semifinal 
lifted her into first place in all-time 
kills with 1,889. Her 650 kills this 
year are the second highest sea-
son total ever. 
Senior Amanda Laytham had 
an outstanding year with the 
women's cross country team. 
Stie won her second state title and 
wa& honored as the Empire 8 Ath-
lete of the Year and Top Runner in 
New York. Laytham will contend for · 
a national title this weekend at 
Hanover College in Indiana. 
A senior runner on the cross 
country team, Styczynski took 
first place at two meets this sea-
son and was named Empire 8 Ath-
lete of the Year. He placed second 
at both the state and regional 
meets and will compete at the na-
tional championships at Hanover 
College in Indiana this weekend. 
JANET 
HAMMOND 
Hammond is a health and 
physical education major, 
AMANDA 
LAYTHAM 
Laytham is a sports medicine 
major. 
MIKE 
STYCZYNSKI 
Styczynski is a journalism 
major. 
HONORABLE MENTIONS: Brooke Aldrich, field hockey; Kurstin Meehan, women's soccer; Pat Ouckama, men's soccer; Julie Roth, volleyball; Jeff Welch, football 
Bomber.':' 
Roundup-
Men's aquatics · 
. Nov. 12 . . 
~ uth Hill squad won every s;im-
!,lpng event as it cruised past Cortland 167~5 
to 73.5. · 
Seniors Sasha Kuznezov. and. Sean•• Ka- ., . 
vanaugh)ed the Bombers, .taking first ·place' in three .events each. Kuznezov won the 50 .. 
Y{1fd (21.74) and 100-yard freestyle (48.35) 
events, and also swam a leg in the winning 
200-yard·freestyle relay. . . 
Kavanaugh remained undefeated this , • 
season by winning the 400-yard individual 
medley ( 4:22.69), the 500-yard , freestyle 
(5:00.74) and participating in the winning 
200-yard medley relay. 
Freshmen Adam We6er anq Mark 
Tedeschi .each won two events for Ithaca. ., 
Senior Mike Furstoss took second place 
in the one-meter diving competition (190.7) 
and third off the three-meter board (198.3). 
Saturday 
The Bombers kept their winning streak 
alive as they defeated Division II.Blooms-
burg, 134-71. 
Once again Kavanaugh and Kuznezov had 
three. wins apiece. Both seniors swam on the 
winning 400-yard medley relay. Kavanaugh 
took the 200-yard individual medley 
(2:01.17) and the 200-yard backstroke 
(1 :5g.67), while Kuznezov won the 50-yard 
(22.12) and 100-yard freestyle (48.44). · 
SARAH STEINER/THE ITHACAN 
FRESHMAN JOSH TAYRIEN comes up for air while practicing the butterfly at HIii Center pool Monday afternoon. 
Junior Steve Barnes posted wins in 
every distance event, taking first place in the 
200-yard (1:48.83), 500~yard (4:53.93) and 
1,000-yard freestyle (10:21.43) races. 
The Blue and Gold will travel to Hamil-
ton this weekend for a meet against 
Hartwick and Hamilton. 
Women's aquatics 
Nov. 12 
Senior Andrea Farwell also captured two 
events for the Blue and Gold. Farwell finished 
first in the 50- and 100-yard freestyle races. 
In the long distance events, senior Sarah 
Bond won the 500-yard free in 5:31.02. 
Senior Michelle Yellin took the 100-yard 
bacJ(stroke event. 
Sat~rday 
Gold have failed to take the majority of the 
events in three years. · 
The Bombers travel to Hamilton on 
Saturday. 
Wrestling 
S_aturday 
After a fourth place finish at the Ithaca In-
The Bombers lost to Division II vitational Nov. 7 and 8, the Bombers travel¢ 
Bloomsburg 118-87. The loss snapped ltha- to the Binghamton Open, hosted by Cortland. 
ca's 34-dual meet win streak that dates back The meet featured mostly Division r 
to the 2000-2001 season. teams, with Cortland, Springfield and Itha-
Ithaca beat Cortland 157-79, taking 12 of Senior All-American Megan Hughes led ca as the only representatives from Division 
14 events on the day. the South Hill squad with wins in the 100- III: No team scores were kept. , 
Senior Megan Hughes won the 200-yard yard and 200-yard freestyle. The lone place-winner for , the 14th 
freestyle and the 100-yard butterfly events. Senior Michelle Yellin also contributed ranked Bombers wasMarclsrael in the 165-
Senior Kristen Shorette also led the with a first place -finish in the . 200-yard pound weight class. The junior-went 4-2 on 
Bombers by taking first placejn the one and backstroke and was runner.:up in the 200-yard· the day, losing to . Sherwood, fendryk of 
three.-meter diving events; , individual medley. Sacred Heart,' 15-10, in the ·inatch for fifth · 
The Bomber:s swept the top•three spots in . ~·,. Another senior, Andrea Farwell~ placed place. , .. · : . ·. ' 
.the 400-yard individual medley. Sophomore · first in the 50, yard _freestyle event for the · On Saturday, the team will head, to .the 
Betsy Erst finished in first place and was Bombers touching the wall in 25.7.9 · East Hill for , the ,-ComeU·· Invitational · 
closely followed by her teammates, senior . . seconds. . . Once again, Ithaca · will compete. against ·a ., 
Kim Stepien and:sophomore Jamie Britz, who' '· . Ithaca man,ge4 to win .only ,five , of.: l l · ~· few Division .III teams as' weff as -Division 
placed second and third· res~tiv.ely. , r. 1 < ev.el)ts, marking the first time the Blue and i I opponents. ·· . .- , 1 i:~ •,,·: •1., '.; 
Sports 
Shorts 
Bombers named all-ES 
Athletes from the women's soccer 
and volleyball squads were named to 
the Empire 8 all-conference teams this 
week. 
Seriior soccer players Dawn Rath-
bone .and Becca Berry, along with ju-
nior Rachel Thau, were named to the 
first team all-conference team. 
Senior Tara Repsher and juniors. 
Michelle Oraziadei and Christine Dor-
ney .earned spots on the. second temp .. 
. Yolleyball~rs~ . junior Julie ' Roth 
·and~· ~enior Jane.t Hariunond were 
' named to the first and second team all-
. conference, respectively .. / 
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Press 
Box 
Me·n and women fall 
.to poor playoff rule 
Another soccer season here in Bomb-
er country has once again moved on with 
the falling ofleaves and the drop-
. ping of mercury levels. 
But the abrupt end of 
both soccer teams' seasons 
leaves a question that 
needs answering. 
Should playoff· 
games be determined : .. - -
at the hands of penal ty 
kicks? 
PKs have been the · 
bane of both teams' 
BRIAN postseasqn existence. 
DELANEY For the men, it was in 
the Empire 8 tournament. Alfred played 
the Blue and Gold to a 1-1 tie and, after 
two overtimes went scoreless, advanced 
to the championship round by out-shoot-
SPORTS THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 20, 2003 
. . , . . _ LARRY WESTLERfrHE ITHACAN 
FLINGING THEIR BODIES at the ball, the Bombers failed to block -the Red Dragons' last-second field_ goal to win the game, 16-15. 
IC. fails to fi.niSh, loses Jug 
. ing the Bombers. 
The women's situation is unique. In the BY JON ROTHSTEIN lowed the Red Dragons' Will Groff to return Tutwiler was the catalyst when it _count-
Empire 8 tourney, they survived on PKs. ·.· Staff Writer a kickoff 84 yards down to the 2-yard line ed. With his team trailing 15-13 late in the 
They beat both Elmira and Nazareth after in the second quarter. fourth quarter, the senior southpaw scrambled, 
scoreless overtime& and earned a berth to .. : ·,-.They were:'.peaking, weren't they? .Offensively, Ithaca wasa step behind aH . eluded ·two ijefeiiders and completed a 37- _ 
the NCAAs. In the.first-round win against ·' ·· 'IQi~ca _had won five games in a row, had day long. The Bombers converteqjust four yafd pass -to ·wide.receiver Neal Heaton Jr., 
Grove City (2-0), goalie Kurstin Meehan : -- a: chaqe~. to clinch homefield advantage of 12 third-down plays and· {~led 9h three ·mov.i_ng the ball deep into Bomber territory. 
was saved fron{ another round" of ... ,tht'o~gh the:n~t . two rounds of the NCAA - fourth-down attempts $9pl)omare qqart¢i:-· .:- 1: . ~J;J has always beeri a big-time player who 
shootouts by junior Rachel Thau 's two goals · · playoffs and,_.~bpve all, was playing in the back Josh F_elic_~tt} otj~pleted ! 2 of _2~ _pass:. _  ~ .can ~e plays,'_' ~nior tri-cap~ Robert Tru-
and a stipgy defense. 45th annual Coita_ca Jug. es for 179· yards, but fumbled twice, was man said. "That'play was no different." 
But against Oneonta Saturday, · the · :--, .. But ·all.·tnpse things didn't matter when the _sacked three times and hounded all day by The play was followed by a variety of run-
dreaded PKs were brought back into action,.·. ,.~Bhµibers-tookithe qeldin front of U,743 fans a slew of Red Dragon defenders. Junior re- ning plays by the Red Dragons to set up Ryan · 
and Oneontaoutshot the Blue and Goid 3~ ·--' · Saturday: tbe ·.Blu~ and Gold played poorly ceiver Jeff Welch was a bright spot, catch- DeCamp's game-winning field goal with no 
2 to advance. A victory well earned? :: throughout the ga.me ·and lost to the Red Drag- ing five passes for 79 yards. time remaining on the clock. The kick sailed 
I don't see how. How'are any victories ' 01fii :on a last-second field goal, 16-J5. On defense, Ithaca gave up 220 rushing through the uprights, leaving the Butterfield 
decided by penalty kicks are truly well- "Certainly this was a very tough loss,'' yards - mostly on Cortland .tiou:J21a.Y ~ · · ul in shock and the Cortland 
earned? Ithaca coach Mike Welch said. "I think ·we hard as the Bombers tried, they couldn't de- fans in a frenzy. un re , 11-
1 believe that th~re is a way ,around the :,• ,i · just needed to finish. We talked about it all liver when it counted. The Red Dragons con- · fans stormed the field and taunted the Ith~ 
do-or-die sbootout4 Bvoi· if- it, a,aaat _ . • tie8SOO- · e just~'t finish today." - ~ on Dine of J&.·tbird down -chances .. , ca fans and players. -
Mindy Quigg 's team would have 'suffered-' . . . The loss seem.di especially •difficult for E\rery bounce of the ball seeme~ to go Cort- "It's just about practice and doing the same 
defeat against Nazareth or Elmira, or that ·' · • Wel~h to take. Thi_s was by far his best chance land's way. In the end, it came down· to the repetitions over and over again," DeCamp 
Andy Byrne's te~nrwould ];lave lost to Al- ·· / ~ 1tQ ha.Ye a favorable postseason schedule since intangibles brought by Cortland's· senior quar- said, referring to the game winning kick. "You 
fred, so be it.' Let~e game be decided by · :y ;: i•9?4,.the1ast time Ithaca had a home game terback JJ. Tutwiler. , just have to put faith in the guys around you 
two opposing teams playing ·th~ actual · t ,~ irr ~e playoffs. The Bombers still made the Tutwiler's overall stats weren't all.that im- to get an opportunity." . -
game until a ~inner is determined .. · - ~NCAA playoffs as the No. 6 seed in the East pressive. He completed eight of-2,(t p.,a$ses for Following the dramatic conclusion to the 
The· problem lies with offeifse. Ifs ex- ,. · r~giori, but will have to travel to Brockport _ 103 yards and fumbled twice. Ffe•di'.d·, how- game, a mass of Cortland fans blocked the 
traordinarily difficult to score at a_ play- ·_ . to fai:~ the Golden Eagles, a team they beat, ever, rush for 65 yards on 12 carries, including Bombers' entrance to their locker room and 
off level, the majn reason why postsea-•.. 3-1-10, Os::t. rn: . . . 27 yards on a third-quarter fake·punt that led taunted them. Ithaca players just stood 
son gam~s ar~ dec~ed by penalty kicks. ·· It w.a-sn't just that the Bombers lost - it to a Cortland field goal. / >: there, their faces blank and in shock. 
Or, as senior.defende( Tara Repsher puts. was h9w -they lost: Ithaca played its most "I think that's the first time the ·crow~ noise . Will they be :able to put it behind them and 
it: "The t111e\v,11)',to ~enda game is~on the:. , ·: uridisc,plinedgame of the year, especially on hurt us," senior strong safety Jon.Edgcomb m~e a deep pfilyoffrun for the $econd time 
field. Uri'fortu~~tely/ there is~'t ·eri0ugl) ~ · · ·special--team~, .. ~e: Bombers botched two ex- · said. "I was yelling 'fake; ' ,but" guys were on in· three se$bns?,· : 
daylighpo aJ)R("f~i.this to ,-hap~ri'~;r :. · ,. :~., ·tra points, ha_d·a field goal blocked and al- the line with their heads down." :;;tJ.omber f.an~ :\Yill ·find out Saturday ... :'. 
And sonietitnes 'that canl,e ~ ,case,-_ , > ·: , ·. • - . t:' ,, ·_· ,:· . ··' - .• ->-· : · 
~hen teapis ·are;'.SO well matched -l\l~t it;,-. · ' , _ ~ . . . ',•r .~~\· c :- -· _: ;,.-, · -;. 
feelslike-ilie -goldengoalwillnevet~eJ: ;;~ . .. Bombshells Play' o· ff Rnund':!.,.·B·r·ockport 
Meehan said the game against On~nta ' / , < · · · ~Y '~; : • · · · · 
was a ¢rfect example. "''=;, ( ':;· • f; CORTLANP CHUGS FROM JUG AGAIN . BY.JClN ROTHSTEIN ·.:.~_!·~-·~-'.-,_-~~_'.·.f.1_. ~~.i.,··,r ,.-_:~-/_·_ . _ ·,-·_· . . . . 
"I felhn our game' that neither tearr.i / t~ Cortland's.win over lthaca 'was its first ag'ainst an op- ·, ._~_ta~_iff_W-_~~i_t_e_r. __ ~-----------· _. ' __ -..--~-~-~--~-
would have scored, even with an extra 30 · ·· ::~ ·', ponenf with more than one win on the season. Its other ':,'.~.?\ _.rtc,.:··1:;:· _ .. ..·_ ;•:· 
minutes," ~h~ said. "So penalty kicks were · · -·;::} ·_ four wins came against opponents with a combined record . Beating a-team like Biot~ once in a season-· ts ;a major 
a good ~Y.!.9 end it." . . . · of 4-31. ~- · __ - · · a~complishni~n~•-_-Beatin,f~ ~~Id~q ·fagles twic~_ if almost 
But ooth-teams had significant chances Still, the ,fled Dragons won the Cortaca Jug for the sec- unheard of. .•;, y:_. v;_¾ _. : }, --: .c· _1;;~1: 
to end th~,game. Oneonta had a goal called _ · and year in;a row, and fifth time in the last eight years. ._ But that's wµat will haye ti;>. :hap~ if the BombecywanM<>1.,, 
back, w!We ~ Bombers };lad several cor- · ·t~ :- The lead ~changed hands seven times - each time a ·· . move_on to the second round-:o.(ilte'.NCAApl~yoffs. The:Jnatcll~ff : 
ner kicks in the overtime periods that'they >\. ~- team scored. with the Golden Eagles is. U(e ~ond time fo theMike W~kb~ta,>r 
didn't copvert. When it comes down to it; _ -' the Blue· and Gold have faced· ap'.':tipponent -in ·the.playo:ffs-t~att12 
I have a hard time believing that a team HIGHS ON A LOW DAY .. they-have beaten-~n the ~ .uJ~~~~9n.)fhe lastrematcli f~r,~~-:~/ 
playoff game should be put at the feet of Sophomore quarterback Josh Felicetti completed 12 Bombers was agamst Bu~.Sf~md:994;. . > . -• -- · 'H t?JJ 
individuals when two squads play equally of 26 passes for 179 yards and became-the fifth-Somber • While-the Blue and G,ai~;~qmi~a~efthe _Golden _Eag~s·3lf-':~ 
well. It just isn't common sense. · quarterback to go over 2,000 passing yards in a season 10 on Oct. 18th in Butterfield Stadium,.Ithaca will have to face 
Perhaps the NCAA should try what has and the fifth to reach 3,000 career yards. a streaking Brockport. The Golden Eagles did not play their best 
worked wen for.the NHL: deqre!lSipg __ tht; ._ . . ·:, < . Jurn.9r wide receiv~r Je1f Welch caugh_t fiv~ passes for . ..- ~ootball against _I~aca,, but have rallied to win their last thr~ games 
number of players in overtim~ to_~ UJ)'. \ ) . :7_~-7,:- ~d~ to ~ -h him .d.v.er 1-,QOO-f~tvtng yards .. for his . · ·. · '" -:·,and improv.e,,.their record to 9-1. 
the field. Or tpey couldlet qi~ teari:i~pJ~,~~t ~-~ ·;: {.t,''Gareer,.p~comiAg,tli'! tt3th~p,:n.t:Jer tc;,,-cto so: · · :- ·: : •_-: _,: :: / The 31 .:.10-prubI?ing at the hands of Ithaca is the only blem-
until a goal is scored. Mother option/ ;:·· /-./ , / ~-".: $eri!qr .strongl satety · Jon~ EdgC9~' and s_enior line- ~--: . _ ·\· ,,!f.j sh ,on Brde~rt 's recorcl: . ; ·":: __ ;_,: . 
would be, as the postseason rounds ·a,d,-. · · 4;_ backerl3r'eU ~ampbell both had career-highs in tackles · · · : .. '. .. '._.,<!- .:-TWe Bo#J,pers mu~t revivetherilselves after last week's heart-
v_ance, to institute _at.a certain point the-re-·: .. -,~·_; 0 : , ,:,.,it~ \1,~ anq,J1: ·re_spectively. _ ·.- -' . : : · brealang 16:-15 \oss to_ GoJ1}and:and .g~t back to the form which 
playing gf gam~s, just to avoid peqalty ; ·:t- , '.-. 1: -~ · . • ~ . ,• • .•• . , · ·.· • . . .. '·: ;' ~'.rune~ them· d,iroµ-gh a mid-seas~µ five-game winning streak. 
kick situations. It certainly would ·be more. t ; :,> PL-AYMAKE:R~ ---, , . . , ·· :,·~, . . ·- · _ .. ,, . ·_. · · Although tfie. game is · away; the.Ithaca squad is no stranger 
fair to the competing teams, and that \ . :' :, ..-_' Sophorngr.e,Justin EsP.()sito ma<f:e thEhliost athletic play . -. . :-· '.-: · to playing( at ~.$~,; Olympics .Stadium in -Brockport. The 
method of finishing is often used in Eu: ; >· ,-,,.·pt_.the_.day1n 1t)e first q~rter, . . On'fir-st-a_ri<;J-fiy,e o~ the Cort- · :t · _ · ,1 B9mbers ·tr~veled to die ven~: w:·200'.? and lost 21-0. Howev-
ropean playoff soccer. _ .. · . -' · .-.. ,. \. l~nd.43-yard lfne, Felicetti.hJr~posit6 on a -~o~epver the 1 . : • • _·. _-: ''.; • -~i._' Uiey',were:wi~out the services(ofsophomore quarterback Josh 
This has been a topic of debate for·years, _ .- ,: . ·, Jri'qdle of the field. Espo~tb ·r~ach~d 'hiQh fo make the _..'. J . '.:-Felicett~. AJ1~.@'~y" felicetti~d rejuvenated.Bombers outfit could 
but the lack of a solution has left one <;:e~~ · .. 1~ .·• ~~ch, turned a11d then ~rdled,divin9 'Cortlandcomerback · ·' :.· •. r · l?e,tht?$P¥k-that .ignites a long:playoff n,in. · 
taintyforsoccerteams:Wmsthroughpena1-: · ', · Nick Ballard f.or:'four more y~rds. · /·:· . . · ·. :1: , - tlie key to the game will be 1$lca's_, defense. In the team's 
ty kicks are not well earned. ~~: · ·: ~~· ·Qri the kickoff foJIQWing~ lthaca'S~Jitst touchdown, Cort- ~, ~ fii-s-t m~i'iqg, 'Brockport w~· held to jllSt · 162 yards of total of-
They're more like winning a coin toss. ·~ Janci~s·:wm G~o~. took about 1'0 ~nds-to ,go ,from_ goat to :, · fense ~ 49 overthe final ~ -e quarters. The unit effectively con-
Press Box appears in this S,pace .,every , 
week. E-mail Brian Delariey'at · 
bdelanel@ithaca.edu. 
-_;.:hero/:-9l'off fielded the ~koff at the-ReQ-Oragorys,'-14-yard ·. •. ~~·Broc~rt quarterback Bob Da,mley:and the rest of the Gold-
. ·tine; __ ;W~~at·the15·;:~~tb·getit,tumedandtorched ·· ·. eilEagles'offense. • _,:, ·_ , . ·· 
. the Ithaca coy.erage for_ an 84-y.ard retum to the Bombers' · _~similar per(orm.ance will ~ .necessary if Ithaca is to advance 
. ·-. 2~~'1i~. ~ ,pray. set,up Cc;>rtland's only to1Jchdown. .\. in:the postseasoii'for@ s_econd tirile.in•three seasons. 
• . . . • ~· ·- •', - > ~ : . ' \. • ' • • . .~;:, • . '. . .. . 
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 20, 2003 · SPORTS 
._ _ --··-- __ -· ·- __ • _ . . . .. MATTHEW.RICE[[HEJTl;IACAN ~--. 
SPQSIT() a..-over11 Cortland oppo~t d1:1rtng· a 19-yard reception early 
· at Butterfleld Stadium~ · · · 
~ ' • • I • • : Ir 
rti\ca Jug 
· Pictures 
TOf:' .l:IIGHT: Sophomores Emily Gaylord (left) and Jamie 
Anderson (right) cheer on Ithaca. · 
MIDDLE RIGHT:.·SophomoreJosh Fellc~ ·(rjght).stram-
bles to escape a sack Saturday. · · 
· . RiGHT: An Ithaca fan Is escorted from the·fleld during the · 
fourth quarter~ The fan was not arrested. 
LOWER RIGHT: Players from both teams reach to scoop 
up a f~mble ~y the Cortland offense. 
BOTTOM LEFT: -Seniors Matt McMahon (left) and Pete 
Celebre {right) console each other after the game. 
LEFT: A Cortland fan celebrates after the game. 
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JOE GERAGHTY/THE ITHACAN 
Playoff season beats up 
Four different Bombers teams competed 
in postseason action over the weekend. 
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